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Abstract
Comparable texts are a set of topic aligned documents in multiple languages, which
are not necessarily translations of each other. These documents are informative
because they can tell what is being said about a topic in different languages.
The aim of the thesis is to compare sentiments and emotions in comparable documents. For this, we define two objectives: the first one is to collect corpora. That
is why this dissertation presents a method to retrieve comparable documents. The
second objective is to study these documents by annotating them with sentiment
labels, then compare sentiments in these comparable documents.
As part of the first objective, we collect comparable corpora from Wikipedia and
Euronews in Arabic, English and French languages. The corpora are aligned at the
document level and made available publicly for research purposes.
To retrieve and align English-Arabic comparable documents, we experiment two
cross-lingual similarity measures: one is based on a bilingual dictionary, and the
other is based on Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). Experiments on several corpora
show that the cross-lingual LSI (CL-LSI) measure outperforms the dictionary based
measure. The CL-LSI does not need machine translation systems or morphological analysis tools, and it overcomes the problem of vocabulary mismatch between
training and test documents.
Concerning the second objective, which is to analyze comparable documents collected
from Internet. we collect another collection of comparable news documents from
local and foreign sources. These documents are collected from the British Broadcast
Corporation (BBC) and Aljazeera (JSC) news websites. Then the CL-LSI measure is
used to align comparable news documents of BBC and JSC. The evaluation of BBCJSC document alignments show that CL-LSI is not only able to align cross-lingual
documents at the topic level, but also able to do so at the event level. This aligned
corpus (BBC-JSC) allows us to annotate document pairs with sentiment and emotion
labels, then compare the agreement of these annotations in each documents pair.
To provide English-Arabic corpus annotated with sentiment labels (subjective and
objective), we propose a cross-lingual annotation method. The cross-lingual annotation method projects sentiment labels from one topic domain to another and from
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one language to another. We, in fact, transfer annotations from movie reviews domain to other domains (news and talks), and from English to Arabic. The advantage
of this method is that it produces resources in multiple languages without the need
of a machine translation system. The resulting corpus is useful to build sentiment
classifiers. We use these classifiers to annotate comparable documents with sentiment
labels.
To be able to annotate English-Arabic document with emotion labels (anger, disgust,
fear, joy, sadness, and surprise), we manually translate the WordNet-Affect (WNA)
emotion lexicon into Arabic. We use the English-Arabic WNA emotion lexicons to
annotate English-Arabic comparable documents. These annotations allow to compare
the emotions in the comparable documents.
At the end, we focus on the comparison of sentiments and emotions in comparable
documents. This comparison is interesting, especially when the source and the target documents are from different sources. To our knowledge this is not discussed in
the literature. In this work, we inspect the pairwise agreement between sentiments
expressed in the source and target comparable documents using statistical agreement
measures. The agreement is inspected for each pair (source and target) of documents.
We study the agreement between source and target comparable documents of Euronews corpus. We also repeat the same experiment but on BBC-JSC comparable
corpus. Results indicate that BBC-JSC comparable documents diverge from each
other in terms of sentiments, while source and target documents of Euronews have
higher agreement than the ones of BBC-JSC corpus.
It can be concluded from this thesis that studying comparable documents is a promising research field. We provided in this thesis language independent methods to align
comparable articles (CL-LSI measure) and to annotate them with sentiment labels
(the cross-lingual annotation method), and the statistical agreement measures to
compare sentiments and emotions in comparable document pairs.
Keywords: text mining; natural language processing; comparable corpus; crosslingual information retrieval; cross-lingual projection; sentiment analysis
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Résumé
Les documents comparables sont des textes écrits dans des langues différentes et dont
le contenu concerne le même sujet. Ces documents ne sont pas nécessairement des
traductions les uns des autres. L’utilité de ces documents réside dans le fait qu’on
offre à des usagers de langues différentes un accès à l’information dans la langue
maternelle.
Le but de cette thèse est d’étudier les documents comparables sur le plan des opinions
et des sentiments. Pour ce faire, nous définissons deux objectifs : le premier consiste
à collecter des corpus avec des méthodes que nous avons développées, alors que le
second concerne l’exploitation des documents comparables collectés une fois étiquetés
par des tags de type “sentiment” ou “opinion”.
Concernant le premier objectif, nous avons collecté des corpus comparables de
Wikipedia et Euronews en arabe, français et anglais. Ces corpus sont alignés au
niveau du document et sont à la disposition de la communauté scientifique.
Pour récupérer et aligner les documents comparables anglais-arabe,

nous

expérimentons deux mesures de similarité inter-langues (IL) : la première fondée
sur un dictionnaire bilingue et la seconde fondée sur l’indexation sémantique latente
(LSI). Des expérimentations sur plusieurs corpus ont montré que la mesure interlangues fondée sur la LSI (IL-LSI) a surclassé la mesure basée sur le dictionnaire.
En plus, la IL-LSI n’a besoin ni de système de traduction automatique ni d’outils
d’analyse morphologique. Par ailleurs, cette méthode ne souffre pas d’un manque de
couverture des deux vocabulaires.
En ce qui concerne le deuxième objectif, qui est d’analyser des documents comparables recueillis à partir d’Internet. Tout d’abord, nous avons rassemblé des documents
comparables d’information de sources locales et étrangères. La mesure IL-LSI est
utilisée pour aligner les documents de la BBC et du site web d’Aljazeera (JSC).
L’évaluation de l’alignement des documents BBC-JSC a montré que IL-LSI est non
seulement capable d’aligner les documents de deux langues différentes traitant le
même sujet, mais aussi traitant le même événement. Ces corpus alignés sont ensuite
utilisés pour étudier les documents en termes de sentiments à identifier parmi une
liste prédéfinie.
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Pour fournir des corpus anglais-arabe annotés par des étiquettes de sentiments comme
la joie, la colère. . . , nous avons proposé une méthode d’annotation qui projette les
annotations des sentiments d’un domaine à un autre et d’une langue à une autre.
L’avantage de cette méthode est qu’elle produit des ressources dans plusieurs langues
sans avoir besoin d’un système de traduction automatique. Le corpus résultant est
utile pour construire des classifieurs de sentiments. En utilisant cette méthode,
nous avons projeté les annotations du domaine des critiques d’un film à d’autres
domaines (les actualités et les discours), et de l’anglais à l’arabe. Ensuite, nous
avons utilisé les classifieurs résultants pour annoter d’autres documents comparables
avec des étiquettes de sentiments.
Pour pouvoir annoter des corpus anglais-arabe avec des étiquettes d’émotions (colère,
dégoût, peur, joie, tristesse et surprise), nous traduisons manuellement WordNetAffect (WNA) en arabe. Le lexique obtenu est ensuite utilisé pour étiqueter des
documents comparables arabe-anglais.
La comparaison en termes d’opinions est intéressante lorsque le document source et
cible sont exprimés dans des langues différentes. Dans ce travail, nous comparons
la convergence ou la divergence des sentiments dans les paires de langue à l’aide de
mesures statistiques. L’étude porte sur les corpus comparables provenant de la même
source : Euronews et sur des corpus provenant de sources différentes BBC et JSC.
L’expérience montre en effet que les opinions divergent entre deux sources comme la
BBC et JSC alors qu’elles convergent dans les documents d’Euronews.
En conclusion, l’étude des documents comparables en termes de sentiments est très
prometteuse.

En effet, plusieurs applications peuvent être envisagées comme la

revue de presse d’opinions. Nous avons proposé dans cette thèse des méthodes
indépendantes de la langue pour aligner des articles comparables (utilisation par
exemple de la méthode IL-LSI), pour les annoter en termes d’opinions et mesurer la
convergence ou la divergence des opinions.
Mots-clés: fouille de textes; traitement automatique du langage naturel; corpus
comparable; recherche d’information inter-langues; projection inter-langues; analyse
des sentiments
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The number of Internet users has already exceeded two billions [Miniwatts, 2012]. As
a result, Internet has became the major source of knowledge. Nowadays, people have
access to various information about products, news, books, movies, public services,
science, etc. These unstructured knowledges are provided from various sources such
as news feeds, encyclopedias, blogs, forums and social networks. But such a huge
data exceeds the human capacity of understanding. Consequently, users need to use
Information Retrieval (IR) technologies to find information that is relevant to their
needs.
The problem appears not only due to the amount of data, but also because of the variety of languages, which makes it more challenging. The emergence of Web 2.0 technologies enlarged web contents in many languages. According to [Miniwatts, 2012],
the top ten languages of the Internet (by the number of users) are English, Chinese,
Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese, German, Arabic, French, Russian and Korean. In
addition, Arabic is one of the most rapidly growing languages in the period from
2000 to 2011 [Miniwatts, 2012, Wikimedia, 2014]. In such case, relevant information
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do exist in a foreign language, which might be not understandable by a user. For this
reason, IR technologies should handle cross-lingual texts. Cross-Lingual Information
Retrieval (CL-IR) methods can find relevant information in cross-lingual texts.
The CL-IR system should unify the language of queries and documents. Machine
Translation (MT) systems are usually used with CL-IR systems to help users to
understand the retrieved information regardless of the source language.
In multilingual web contents, many documents are comparable. Such cross-lingual
documents are related to the same topic, but they are not necessarily translations of
each other. The topic can be a review of a product, a book, a recipe, a biography
of a person, a news event, etc. Comparable documents are informative when one
is interested in what is being said about a topic in the other languages. One can
also compare and inspect sentiments expressed in the comparable documents. For
instance, many non-Arabic speaking journalists were interested in what was being
said in Arabic posts in social media during the Egyptian revolution in 2011. During
that time, automatic translation services were provided by Twitter and other organizations to understand these posts [Arthur, 2011, Diehn, 2013]. A related but more
interesting use case could be as follows: a journalist can search for a topic, and a list
of comparable documents can match to his query. This list can be structured according to the sentiments that are expressed in these documents. In this case, contents
of comparable documents can diverge or converge in terms of sentiments. Another
use case, but in a different context is when a user is interested in buying a product,
that is not well-known or not used in his country. Such a user can be interested in
reviews of this product, which are written in other languages. Moreover, even if the
product is well-known or used in his country, he/she may be interested in whether
comparable reviews are similar or different.
The amount of comparable texts in the mentioned use cases can be large. Reading
and comparing all these texts requires a great deal of efforts. Therefore, comparing
these documents automatically can be useful.
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To check whether the sentiments diverge or converge in comparable documents, sentiments need to be identified first. The process of identifying sentiments in the text is
called sentiment analysis or opinion mining [Pang and Lee, 2008]. Sentiment analysis
consists in the analysis of the subjectivity or the polarity of the text. Subjectivity
analysis classifies a text into subjective or objective, while polarity analysis classifies the text into positive or negative [Pang and Lee, 2008]. Sentiments need to be
detected in source and target comparable documents first, then the agreement of
sentiments can be compared in these documents.

1.2

Overview

This section gives an overview of this work. This dissertation provides and evaluate
methods and algorithms to collect, align, and retrieve comparable documents. It also
provides methods to annotate and compare the agreement of comparable documents
in terms of sentiments. In Chapter 2, we review some works from the literature,
which are related to these methods.
In this work, we focus on English-Arabic comparable documents. Studying EnglishArabic comparable documents is interesting because sentiments expressed in these
documents may diverge for some topics due the political situation in the Arabic regions associated with the emergence of so-called “Arab Spring”. In Chapter 3, we
collect comparable documents from Wikipedia encyclopedia1 and Euronews2 websites, then we align them based on links. We use the collected corpora to study
comparable texts and to develop our methods that we propose in this thesis. Such
kind of resources are not readily available, and will be useful for different analyses as
discussed in this thesis.
1
2
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In Chapter 4, we present two cross-lingual similarity measures that are used to retrieve
and align cross-lingual documents. We compare the performance of these measures
and choose the best one to perform the alignment to further cross-lingual documents.
In our work, we need English-Arabic sentiment resources to build classifiers that
can be used to automatically annotate comparable texts. Therefore, we propose in
Chapter 5 a cross-lingual annotation method to provide these resources. Such kind
of annotated resources are useful because they are not available.
In Chapter 6 we describe the statistical measures that we use to compare the agreement of sentiments in comparable documents. We present experiments in this chapter
on comparable news documents collected from different sources.
Figure 1.1 shows a simplified block diagram representing the main steps followed
for the work discussed in this dissertation. First, we collect and align comparable
documents as described in Chapter 3. Then for a given English document, we retrieve
the most comparable Arabic document(s) using the cross-lingual similarity measure
proposed in Chapter 4. The retrieved documents can be screened manually to make
sure if they are comparable or not as shown in the figure. Next, we automatically
annotate the aligned pairs with sentiment labels as described in Chapter 5. Finally,
we compare the agreement of sentiments as described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
This chapter reviews previous work on collecting comparable corpora, cross-lingual
similarity measures, and sentiment analysis.

2.1

Comparable Corpora

A parallel corpus is a collection of aligned sentences, which are translations of each
other. In contrast, a comparable corpus is a collection of topic aligned documents,
which are not necessarily translations of each other.
Non-parallel (comparable) corpora can have different levels of comparability. In
[Fung and Cheung, 2004], the authors proposed three levels for non-parallel corpora.
These levels are noisy-parallel, comparable and quasi-comparable corpora. Texts in
the noisy-parallel corpus have many parallel sentences roughly in the same order.
Texts in the comparable corpus have topic aligned documents, which are not necessarily translations of each other. As for the quasi-comparable corpus, it has bilingual
documents that are not necessarily related to the same topic.
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Parallel and comparable corpora are useful for several tasks, such as cross-lingual
text mining [Tang et al., 2011], bilingual lexicon extraction [Li and Gaussier, 2010],
cross-lingual information retrieval [Knoth et al., 2011] and machine translation
[Delpech, 2011]. Some of these tasks use statistical methods, which require a large
amount of training data. Normally, for data-driven methods, larger amounts and
better quality of data leads to better results.
Unfortunately, parallel corpora are not available for some domains and/or languages.
For some language pairs in some domains, few amount of parallel corpora are available. Parallel corpora can be acquired using human translators, but this is expensive
and requires a lot of efforts and time. Therefore, comparable corpora are the best
alternative in this case, because they are cheaper and can produce more data. Several
researchers already elaborated their methods to handle comparable corpora instead
of parallel corpora. For instance, [Smith et al., 2010, Delpech, 2011] developed some
techniques to improve the quality of machine translation using comparable corpora.
Comparable corpora can be obtained easily from the web. Newspaper websites and
Encyclopedias are ideal for collecting comparable documents. But aligning these
texts is a challenging task.
One of the attractive sources of collecting comparable corpora is the Wikipedia encyclopedia, because it covers many languages and domains. The alignment of Wikipedia
documents is generally based on the document links that refer to the equivalent articles in other languages. These links are called inter-language links. This link
refers to the corresponding articles in other languages. The form of these links is
[[languagecode : T itle]]. For instance, considering the English Wikipedia article,
which is about “Tunisian Revolution”, the inter-language link of the English language article is [[en:Tunisian Revolution]], while the link for the French article is
[[fr:Révolution tunisienne de 2010-2011]]. These links do exist in all the languages
that the article is written in.
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Many researchers collected comparable corpora from Wikipedia, for example, authors of [Otero and López, 2009] collected Spanish-Portuguese-English corpus,

while authors of [Ion et al., 2010] collected English-Romanian corpus.

[Otero and López, 2009] aimed to develop a cross-lingual similarity measure to extract parallel texts from Wikipedia corpus, while [Ion et al., 2010] collected their
comparable corpus to improve the performance of statistical machine translation system.
Most of researchers are interested in comparable corpora because they can be used
to extract parallel texts for different purposes. This interest continues to receive increased attention from the research community. For example, ACCURAT1 project
[Pinnis et al., 2012, Skadina et al., 2012] is a research project dedicated to find methods and techniques to overcome the problem of lacking linguistic resources for underresourced languages and narrow domains. The ultimate objective is to exploit comparable data to improve the quality of machine translation for such languages. The
ACCURAT project research for methods to measure comparable corpora and use
them to achieve the project’s objective. The project also research methods for alignment and extraction of lexical resources.
Other researchers also investigated extracting parallel texts from comparable corpora
to improve machine translation. For instance, the authors in [Smith et al., 2010] used
machine learning techniques to train a classifier on word-alignment features extracted
by the IBM model-1 [Brown et al., 1993]. These features are extracted from a parallel
corpus. The form of these features is the source-target word pairs. The classifier is
then used to decide if a sentence pair is parallel or not. The authors developed a
baseline for machine translation. The baseline system is trained on union of Europarl2
and JRC-Acquis3 parallel corpora. Then the authors merged these parallel corpora
with the parallel texts extracted from a comparable corpus collected from Wikipedia.
1

www.accurat-project.eu
www.statmt.org/europarl/
3
http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
2
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The authors showed that the performance of their system has better performance
than the baseline, and they concluded that the extracted parallel texts improved the
performance of the machine translation.
[Abdul-Rauf and Schwenk, 2011] aimed to generate a parallel corpus from a comparable one. The objective is to generate a training data for machine translation.
The authors used machine translation in combination with information retrieval (IR)
system to extract parallel text. The source texts of the comparable corpus are translated using the machine translation system, then they are used as queries to the IR
system to retrieve the candidate parallel texts from the target data. The method is
applied on English-Arabic and English-French language pairs. The parallel corpus
is extracted from Arabic, English and French Gigaword corpora, which are provided
from LDC4 . The authors investigated whether the extracted texts improves the performance of the machine translation. For that, they developed two systems. The
baseline system is trained on parallel data obtain from NIST evaluation5 . The other
system is trained on the union of NIST data and extracted parallel corpus. The
authors reported that the latter system has better performance than the baseline
system.
To summarize the reviewed works in this section, the comparability of multilingual
corpora can be in different levels [Fung and Cheung, 2004]. Researchers are mainly
interested in extracting parallel texts from comparable corpora for different applications (mainly to improve the quality of machine translation for under-resourced
languages [Pinnis et al., 2012, Skadina et al., 2012]). In this thesis, our interest in
comparable corpora is different. We are interested in studying comparable documents in terms of sentiments. We compare the agreements of sentiments labels in
comparable documents, and we investigate the convergence and divergence of the
agreement.
In the next section, we review some proposed measures for cross-lingual similarity.
4
5

http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu
www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/mt
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Cross-lingual Similarity Measures

A document similarity measure is a function that quantifies the similarity between
two text documents [Manning and Raghavan, 2008]. This function gives a numeric
score to quantify the similarity. In data mining and machine learning, Euclidean or
Manhattan metrics are usually used to measure the similarity of two objects, while in
text mining and information retrieval, cosine similarity is commonly used to measure
the similarity of two text documents. Cosine similarity is computed as follows:
n
P

ds · dt
=rn
cosine(ds , dt ) =
P
kds k × kdt k

dsi × dti
rn
P
2
(dsi ) ×
(dti )2

i=1

i=1

(2.1)

i=1

where ds and dt are document vectors. To generate a document vector, the text
document is transformed into Bag Of Words (BOW), i.e., to treat the text document
as a set of unstructured words.
Representing documents in a collection as BOW is called Vector Space Model (VSM)
or term-document matrix. Usually, most important words are considered and less
important words can be ignored. For instance, a pre-defined list of stop words (the,
to, from, . . . ) are usually removed since they have no sense in the unstructured
BOWs. In addition, stemming or lemmatization are usually applied to reduce words
into their base form (root or stem). This will address the problem of word variability
when estimating the similarity between documents. The number of dimensions in
VSM is equal to the number of unique terms in the document collection. In large
documents collection, the term-document matrix becomes sparse.
Equation (2.2) shows term-document matrix, which represents terms and documents
of the collection. Rows of this matrix correspond to the unique terms and columns
correspond to the documents in the collection. wij is the weight of the term i in the
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document j in the collection. The weights can be the Term Frequency (tf ) or the
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf ).
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The tfidf reflects how a term is important to a document in a corpus. The tfidf
scheme increases the weight to words that appear frequently in the document, but
this increase is controlled by the frequency of the word in the corpus (document
frequency). Thus, common words, that appeared in the most of documents, get
less weight (less discriminative) than words that appeared in some documents (more
discriminative). The tfidf for a term ti , in a document dj , in a corpus C is computed
as follows:

tf idf (ti , dj , C) = tf (ti , dj ) × idf (ti , C)

(2.3)

where tf (ti , dj ) is the frequency of the term ti in the document dj , and idf (ti , C) is
the frequency of documents that the term ti appeared in. tf (ti , dj ) and idf (ti , C) are
computed as follows:

tf (ti , dj ) = |ti : ti ∈ dj |

idf (ti , C) = log

|C|
|{d ∈ C : ti ∈ d}|

(2.4)

(2.5)
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where |C| is the corpus size.
Table 2.1 shows a sample of texts documents and Table 2.2 shows the term-document
matrix for these documents collection. For instance, the BOWs of d1 are (‘NLP’,
‘make’, ‘computer’, ‘understand’, ‘human’, ‘language’). Table 2.3 shows the tfidf
weights computed for each term in the collection.
Table 2.1: A sample of text documents

Document
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

Contents
NLP is to make the computer understand the human language.
NLP stands for natural language processing, NLP is useful.
Processing human language is a field of computer science, a language is a method of communication.
Information technology is a related field to computer science.
Processing data produces information.
Table 2.2: Term-document matrix (frequency)

Terms
d1
NLP
1
natural
0
stands
0
language
1
information
0
produces
0
communication 0
make
1
processing
0
related
0
data
0
field
0
computer
1
understand
1
human
1
science
0
useful
0
technology
0
method
0

d2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

d3
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1

d4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

d5
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Table 2.3: Term-document matrix (tfidf )

Terms
NLP
natural
stands
language
information
produces
communication
make
processing
related
data
field
computer
understand
human
science
useful
technology
method

d1
0.40
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.70
0.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

d2
0.80
0.70
0.70
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00

d3
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.44
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.22
0.00
0.40
0.40
0.00
0.00
0.70

d4
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.40
0.22
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.70
0.00

d5
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

A cross-lingual similarity measure is a special case of document similarity measure,
where the source and target documents are written in different languages. The crosslingual measure can be used to identify a pair of comparable documents, i.e., to
retrieve a target document for a given source document.
Many methods have been proposed to measure the similarity of comparable documents. These methods are based on bilingual dictionaries, on Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CL-IR), or based on Cross-Lingual Latent Semantic Indexing
(CL-LSI). These methods are described in the next sections.

2.2.1

Dictionary-based Methods

In dictionary-based methods, two cross-lingual documents ds and dt are comparable
if most of words in ds are translations of words in dt . A bilingual dictionary can be
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used to look-up the translations of words in both documents.
Matched words in source and target documents can be weighted using binary or
tfid weighting schemes. The similarity can be measured on binary terms (1 → term
present, 0 → term absent) as follows:

sim(ds , dt ) =

|ws → wt | + |wt → ws |
|ds | + |dt |

(2.6)

where |ws → wt | is the number of source words (ws ) that have translations in the
target document (dt ), and |wt → ws | is the number of target words (wt ) that have
translations in the source document (ds ). |ds | + |dt | is the size (number of words) of
the source and the target documents.
The similarity can also be measured on weighted terms (tfidf ) using the cosine similarity. In this case, source and target document vectors are generated from the
matched words (translation of each others) between source and target documents.
Several similarity measures based on bilingual dictionary have been proposed. Some
of them consider the similarity at the corpus level [Li and Gaussier, 2010], while
others consider it at the document level [Otero and López, 2011].
In [Li and Gaussier, 2010], a bilingual dictionary have been used to measure the
similarity of the source and the target corpus by inspecting the translation of each
word of the source vocabulary in the target vocabulary. The objective is to improve
the quality of the comparable corpus to extract a bilingual lexicon of good quality.
For that, the authors proposed a cross-lingual similarity (comparability) measure,
and a strategy to improve the comparability of a corpus through extracting high
comparable texts in iterative procedure. The authors assumes that having a good
quality corpus leads extracting a good bilingual lexicon. The authors applied their
work on French-English documents. The French-English bilingual dictionary used
in their experiments is composed of 75K translation pairs. The authors defined the
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comparability measure as the proportion of the English words that have translations
(via the bilingual dictionary) in the French corpus, and the proportion of the French
words that have translations in the English corpus to the whole corpus. The authors
applied lemmatization on English and French words before matching them using the
bilingual dictionary.
In their work, the comparability is considered at corpus level. The authors evaluated
their measure on parallel corpora (Europarl6 , TREC7 and CLEF8 ). The authors split
each parallel corpus into 10 parts (P1 , P2 , P3 , . . . , P10 ). A certain portion of English
documents from each part (Pi ) is replaced with English documents from another
corpus. In result, a new and less comparable corpus is formed (Pi0 ). The portion size,
which is to be replaced, is increased for each Pi . Thus, there are parts with variant
comparability. The authors measured the comparability for each Pi0 , and they showed
that the measure captured the differences between all Pi0 .
The authors then used their proposed measure to improve the quality of Wikipedia
comparable corpus Cw . From the English Wikipedia, the authors extracted 367k
English documents from (Society) category, and from The french Wikipedia, they
extracted 378k French documents from (Société) category. Their method consists in
two steps. In the first step, the authors extract highly comparable parts from Cw . In
the second step, the authors enrich the low comparable parts of Cw with texts from
other sources.
The highly comparable corpus is extracted in the first steps as follows: documents
are extracted incrementally such that their comparability is larger than a certain
threshold. The process stops when the comparability of the documents rested in Cw
is less than the threshold.
To enrich the remaining part of Cw , which is a low comparable corpus, the authors
take the French documents separately, then their comparable documents (English) are
6

www.statmt.org/europarl/
http://trec.nist.gov/
8
www.clef-initiative.eu/
7
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fetched from an external source (corpus E). The authors repeat the same procedure
with the remaining English documents in Cw . The authors added this enriched corpus
to the highly comparable corpus, which is extracted in the first step, to constitute a
larger highly comparable corpus.
From 367k and 378k English and French Wikipedia documents, the authors extracted
20k highly comparable English-French document pairs. They used 0.3 as a threshold for the comparability degree. The rest of Cw is enriched from external corpora.
The external English corpora are Los Angeles Times9 (LAT94) and Glasgow Herald10
(GH95), while the external French corpora are Le Monde11 (MON94), SDA French12
94/95 (SDA94/94). After enrichment process, the total size of the highly comparable corpus is 54k English-French document pairs. To evaluate the comparability of
extracted corpora (highly comparable corpus and enriched corpus), the authors applied their comparability measure on the original Wikipedia corpus Cw and the high
comparable corpus. They found that the highly comparable and enriched corpora
are more comparable than the original Wikipedia corpus (Cw ).
Finally, after obtaining the highly comparable corpus, the authors investigated different methods to extract bilingual lexicon from this corpus. The authors showed
that the lexicons extracted from the highly comparable corpus have better precisions
compared to the lexicon extracted from low comparable corpus.
Later, the authors proposed another method in [Li et al., 2011] to improve corpus
comparability. This method is proposed for the same purpose, which is to extract
bilingual dictionary. Their approach is based on clustering cross-lingual documents
to improve the comparability of the corpus. The authors assumes that having a
homogeneous groups of cross-lingual documents (clusters), leads to extract a better quality lexicon. Their cross-lingual clustering algorithm uses the comparability
9

www.latimes.com
www.heraldscotland.com
11
www.lemonde.fr
12
SDA French Swiss news agency data – 1994-1995
10
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measure, which they previously proposed in [Li and Gaussier, 2010], as a similarity
measure.
The authors used hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster French-English documents that have related contents into groups. The hierarchical clustering algorithm
builds a hierarchy of clusters (a tree of clusters composed of sub-clusters). The authors set a threshold (node depth from the root) to select hight quality sub-clusters
to form hight comparable clusters. The remaining clusters can be enriched using external sources as described previously in [Li and Gaussier, 2010]. The authors used
cross-lingual clustering method to extract a highly comparable corpus from the same
comparable corpus (Wikipedia), which is described in [Li and Gaussier, 2010]. The
authors investigated different methods to extract bilingual lexicon from the highly
comparable corpus, and they showed that the extracted lexicons have better precision
than the previous method proposed in [Li and Gaussier, 2010].
In [Otero and López, 2011], the authors also proposed a comparability measure for
cross-lingual documents. They reported that the measure can be useful to extract
comparable corpora or to extract bilingual lexicon. The authors considered internal
links of Wikipedia articles as a vocabulary. Internal links in Wikipedia articles are
links to other Wikipedia articles. To explain how an internal link can be used as a vocabulary term, consider the English Wikipedia article “Napoléon”. We find the term
“French Revolution” is mentioned in this article because it is a related topic. The
term “French Revolution” has a link to another Wikipedia article (English), which
describes the “French Revolution”. Therefore, “French Revolution” is considered by
the authors as a vocabulary term in the English article “Napoléon”, because it links
to another internal article in Wikipedia. Similarly, the french article has the term
“Révolution”, which links to another Wikipedia article (French).
The authors consider these terms, which have internal links, as important terms in
the documents. Thus, the source and the target documents are composed of internal links terms. These terms are translated by Wikipedia inter-language links. In
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[Otero and López, 2011], the authors considered that two documents are comparable if they have most of these common (translation of each others) internal links.
The authors applied the proposed measure on Portuguese, Spanish, and English
aligned documents from Wikipedia. They repeated the experiment on non-aligned
documents, and they showed that the measure capture the differences (degree of
comparability) between the aligned and non-aligned corpora.
To summarize the reviewed works in this section, dictionary based methods for crosslingual similarity are proposed at corpus level [Li and Gaussier, 2010] and at document level [Otero and López, 2011]. The main purpose is to extract high comparable
corpora. [Li and Gaussier, 2010] searched for translations of source words in the target corpus and vice-versa (at corpus level), while [Otero and López, 2011] considered
words that have internal links as important words, and they matched these source
and target words via bilingual dictionary.
The drawbacks of the dictionary based approach are the dependency on the bilingual
dictionaries, which are not always available, and the necessity to use morphological
analyzers for inflected languages. Moreover, word-to-word dictionary translations
without considering the context can lead to many errors because of the multiplicity
of senses (translation ambiguity), and because the text is considered only as a bag of
independent words.
In our work, we investigate a cross-lingual document similarity measured based on
WordNet bilingual dictionary for English-Arabic documents. The similarity is measure in our work at document level. Further, two weighting schemes (binary and
(tfidf ) are investigated.

2.2.2

CL-IR Methods

Information Retrieval (IR) consists in finding documents in a large collection that
are relevant to a given query [Manning and Raghavan, 2008]. Finding comparable
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documents is a very similar task to Information Retrieval (IR). To find comparable
documents, the query is the whole document instead of keywords, and the task then
is to find the most similar (relevant) document(s) to a given one.
The IR system usually computes a numeric score that quantifies how each document
in the collection matches the query, and ranks the documents according to this value
[Manning and Raghavan, 2008]. A document is ranked by estimating the cosine similarity with the query. The top ranked documents are then shown to the user. The
IR system normally indexes text documents by representing them as vectors in the
VSM.
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CL-IR) is a special case of IR, where the language of the query is different from the language of the documents. In this case, the
CL-IR system should unify the language of queries and documents. Therefore, the
system should help users to understand the results regardless of the source language.
In (CL-IR) methods, either queries or documents can be translated using a Machine
Translation (MT) system. Then, classical IR tools, which are based on VSM, can be
used to identify comparable articles. The drawback of this approach is the dependency on the MT system, which affects the performance of the IR system. Moreover,
the MT system needs to be developed first if it is not available for the desired language.
Researchers usually translate queries into the language of the indexed documents
instead of translating the whole document collection. This is because the computational cost of translating queries is far less than the cost of translating all indexed
documents. Thus, the IR system indexes the target documents and the source documents are translated by the MT system. For example, in [Aljlayl et al., 2002], the
authors translated Arabic queries using a machine translation system to retrieve English documents. The authors experimented several query lengths, and they found
that the shorter the query is, the better the precision and recall are. The authors
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reported that the limitation of this approach is the quality of the machine translation
system.
[Larkey et al., 2002] investigated the impact of several Arabic stemming techniques
(stemming and light stemming) on monolingual (Arabic) IR and English-Arabic CLIR. The authors used bilingual dictionary for translating English-Arabic queries.
They found that Arabic light stemming technique leads to best precision and recall for monolingual and cross-lingual retrieval. The authors pointed out that the
results in monolingual IR is better than the results in CL-IR. This is maybe due
to ambiguity that occurs when translating words using bilingual dictionary. Arabic
stemming and light stemming are described in details in Chapter 3.
In [Farag et al., 2011], the authors addressed the problem of English-Arabic CL-IR.
Their system uses machine translation to translate user queries. The authors proposed an interface that allows the user to interactively choose between possible translations for his query. Each possible translation is described with contextual information in the user’s language. This description is extracted from a parallel corpus. The
authors conducted a questionnaire on a set of users to evaluate this method. The
outcome of this study is that this method provides clearer and easier approach than
the non-interactive interface for CL-IR.
On the other hand, [Fujii and Ishikawa, 2000] considered that MT has prohibitive
computational cost. Therefore, they proposed a method, which degrades this cost by
avoiding the translation of all documents. This method only translates queries and
their top N relevant documents. First, source queries are translated into the target
language. Then for each query, top N relevant target documents are translated back
into the source language. Finally, the translated target documents are re-indexed
and re-ranked using the IR system of their original source queries.
[Ture, 2013] reported that translating only queries or only documents is not helpful
because this makes a user to deal with contents in a language that he cannot understand. The objective of this work is to improve integration between search (IR) and
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translation (MT) techniques to produce better quality output for the user.
The author proposed two solutions to improve the integration between IR and MT:
the first one is “search to translate” and the second one is “translate to search”.
The first solution searches to extract bilingual data from Wikipedia to train better
translation models. The second solution integrates the MT into cross-lingual search
process. The integration improves the performance of the MT system for query
translation such that the translated queries improve the IR process. In other words,
the author used IR to improve MT, then used MT to improve IR.
The authors in [Ture et al., 2012] combined three statistical machine translation techniques for CL-IR. They investigated three statistical machine translation techniques
to translate words: context-independent translation, phrase-dependent contexts, and
sentence-dependent contexts. The authors retrieved Arabic, Chinese and French
documents using English queries. The authors implemented a linear combination of
the three translation techniques. The authors evaluated the method on an EnglishArabic dataset from TREC200213 , an English-Chinese dataset from NTCIR-814 , and
an English-French dataset from CLEF200615 . They compared the combined techniques with the standalone technique. The authors found that the optimal combination depends on the corpus.
To summarize the reviewed works in this section, researchers use translation approach (machine translation or bilingual dictionary) combined with classical IR system to address the problem of CL-IR. Some of them reported that the approach
is limited with the quality of the translation [Aljlayl et al., 2002], while other addressed the best morphological analysis techniques to improve the overall performance [Larkey et al., 2002]. Another researcher addressed the computational cost of
translating the whole document collection [Fujii and Ishikawa, 2000]. On the other
13

http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa/t9_qadata.html
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws8/ws-en.html
15
http://www.clef-initiative.eu/edition/clef2006
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hand, [Ture et al., 2012, Ture, 2013] addressed the problem of improving the performance of MT to have better retrieval results. [Ture et al., 2012] investigated different
machine translation techniques for better for CL-IR, while [Ture, 2013] proposed to
integrate IR and MT by tuning the MT system to improve the IR results.
In our work, we investigate different approaches for CL-IR. We investigate bilingual
dictionary approach and machine translation approach for cross-lingual documents
retrieval, but we investigate machine translation approach with Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) method. We further compare the results of these approaches.

2.2.3

CL-LSI Methods

As introduced earlier, document similarity can be estimated on term level or on
semantically related terms. Generally, semantic similarity is a metric that quantifies
the likeness (similarity) of documents or terms based on the meaning or semantics of
the contents. Semantic similarity can be measured based on a pre-defined ontology,
which specifies the distance between concepts, or can be measured using statistical
methods, which correlate terms and contexts from a text corpus. One of the methods
in the latter category is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).
LSI is also referred in the literature as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSI is designed to solve the problems of the ordinary IR system, which depends on lexical
matching [Dumais, 2007]. For instance, some irrelevant information can be retrieved
because some literal words have different meanings. On the contrary, some relevant
information can be missed because there are different way to describe the object. The
VSM in ordinary IR system is sparse (most of elements are zero), while LSI space
is dense. In the sparse VSM, terms and documents are loosely coupled, while terms
and documents in LSI space are coupled (correlated) with certain weights. VSM is
usually high dimensional space for large document collection, while LSI is a reduced
space. The number of dimension is LSI is lower than the number of unique terms in
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the document collection. The cosine similarity can be noisy or inaccurate in sparse
and high dimensional space.
Besides using LSI for IR, it has been used also for tasks rather than IR, such as
document clustering [Wei et al., 2008], text summarization [Yeh et al., 2005], citation
and link analysis [Jin et al., 2004].
In LSI, the term-document matrix (m terms × n documents) is decomposed
by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) into three matrices (see Equation (2.7))
[Deerwester et al., 1990]:

1. The term matrix (U ), which is an m × k matrix, where k is the reduced dimension.
2. The diagonal matrix (S), which is an k × k matrix of the singular values.
3. The document matrix (V T ), which is an k × n matrix.
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U and V T are the left and right singular vectors respectively, while S is a diagonal
matrix of singular values. Each column vector in U maps terms in the corpus into a
single concept of semantically related terms that are grouped with similar values in
U.
k is the reduced concept space in LSI. [Landauer et al., 1998, Dumais, 2007] reported
that the optimal value of k to perform SVM is between 100 and 500. That depends
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on the task and the nature of data. Thus, one can determine the optimal value of k
between 100 and 500 experimentally.
Considering the term-document matrix presented in Table 2.2, the result of applying
SVD (X = U SV T ) for this matrix is shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. Table 2.4 represents
the document matrix (V T ) in the LSI space, while Table 2.5 represents the term
matrix (U ) in the LSI space.
Table 2.4 shows the document matrix (V T ) in the LSI space. In this example, we
choose to project the term-document matrix (19 dimension) into 3 dimension (k =
3) in the LSI space. The table shows the weights of the concepts (Ci ) for each
document in the LSI space. We use the LSI implementation in Gensim package
[Rehurek and Sojka, 2010] to generate this example.
Table 2.4: Term-document matrix in LSI space

Concepts
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
C1
1.74 1.91 2.92 1.03 0.46
C2
-0.34 -2.12 1.05 1.48 0.10
C3
0.84 -0.72 0.60 -1.16 -1.39
Table 2.5 shows the term matrix (U ) in the LSI space. Each term has a specific weight
in the concept (Ci ), which specify how much the term contributes to the concept.
For instance, for C2 , the most important terms are ‘language’, ‘computer’, etc, while
the terms ‘NLP’ and ’useful’ are unimportant.
Table 2.5: Concepts of the LSI space

Concepts Terms
C1
(language, 0.574), (computer 0.345), (field, 0.239), (NLP, 0.336),
(processing, 0.320), (human, 0.282), (science, 0.239), (method,
0.177), (communication, 0.177), (natural, 0.115)
C2
(field, 0.319), (science, 0.319), (computer, 0.275), (information,
0.200), (technology, 0.187), (related, 0.187), (stands, -0.267), (natural, -0.267), (useful, -0.267), (NLP, -0.578),
C3
(human, 0.295), (language, 0.271), (make, 0.172), (understand,
0.172), (produces, -0.284), (data, -0.284), (related, -0.237), (technology, -0.237) (processing, -0.309) (information, -0.521)
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LSA assumes that words and documents form a joint Gaussian model. Documents
and words in LSA are projected to a reduced space using SVD. Similar words and
document are mapped closer to each others in the LSI pace. LSA can capture synonyms but it can not address polysemy. Synonyms are the words or phrases that
have exact or near exact meaning. For instance, the following term couples are synonyms: (happy, content), (shut, close), (beautiful, attractive), (intelligent, smart).
In the contrary, a polyseme is a word or a phrase that has many possible meanings.
For instance, following terms have multiple meaning: (wood: a piece of a tree; a
geographical area with many trees), (head: part of the body; a person in charge of
an organization).
To address the limitation of LSA, the authors in [Blei et al., 2003] extended the LSA
to a probabilistic version called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). In LDA, documents are represented as random mixtures of latent topics, these topics are probabilistic distributions over words. In other words, every topic is a distribution over
different words, and every document is a distribution over different topics. Therefore,
LDA is a generative model and it specifies a per-document topic distribution. LDA is
useful for topic modeling, on the other hand, LSA is useful to map similar documents
and words into a reduced feature space (model concepts).
Some researchers compared LSA and LDA for different tasks.

For instance, in

[Biro et al., 2008], the authors conducted a comparative study of using LSA and
LDA for text classification. The authors applied the two methods on a corpus from
the open directory project16 . The corpus is composed of 350K English documents
categorized into 8 categories. The corpus is split into 80% for training and 20%
for test. The training data is used to build the LSA and the LDA models. The
authors applied Support Vector Machines and C4.5 decision tree classification algorithms. Their results indicate that, in terms of F-Measure, SVM outperforms C4.5
algorithm, and LDA outperforms LSA model.
16

www.dmoz.org/
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In [Cui et al., 2011], the authors addressed the following question. How similar are
the LSA’s concepts to LDA’s topics? Are the most important LSA’s concepts and
LDA’s topics mostly similar? Are clusters produced by the two methods the same?
The authors stated that, in order to determine which method may be most suitable
for a given analysis task, a direct comparison and interpretation of results should be
carried out. The comparison, understanding and interpreting results is a challenging
job. This is why the authors proposed a human consumable view (called TopicView )
instead of statistical comparison to compare the differences between LSA and LDA.
TopicView is an application designed to visually compare and to explore the differences between LSA and LDA. In TopicView, the user can view concepts/topics and
documents relationships. The authors presented some case studies on synthetic and
real-world corpora.
The synthetic corpus (called alphabet) is composed of 26 clusters containing 10 documents each. Each cluster consists of documents made up exclusively of terms starting
with the same letter. The real-world corpus (called DUC ) composed of 298 news
documents categorized into 30 clusters. This corpus is collected from the Associated
Press and New York Times in 200317 .
The authors demonstrated using TopicView that LSA clusters alphabet corpus very
well, while LDA is unable to partition the data. The authors concluded that LSA
clustered the documents correctly. The authors used the tool to demonstrate that the
relationships between LSA’s concepts and LDA’s topics are weak for alphabet corpus.
The authors pointed out that these outcomes are expected on alphabet synthetic
dataset.
As for DUC corpus, the tool showed that LSA and LDA are similar in defining
clusters, but they are different how connections between documents in the clusters
are modeled. The connections between documents in the same cluster by LSA model
17

http://duc.nist.gov
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are stronger than the ones by the LDA model. The authors demonstrated that both
LSA and LDA provide different but useful characteristics and view of the data.
The authors used TopicView to infer the following general conclusions. LSA concepts
provide good summarizations over broad groups of documents, while LDA topics are
focused on smaller groups. LDA’s topics are good for labeling clusters using most
probable words than LSA’s concepts, while LSA model does not include extraneous
connections between disparate topics identified by LDA.
In our work, we use LSA method for cross-lingual similarity measure because our aim
is to map similar documents and words across languages closer to each others into a
reduced feature space.
In Cross-Lingual Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI) methods, documents are represented as vectors like in CL-IR method, but these vectors are further transformed into
another reduced vector space like in LSI. Then, one can compute the cosine between
vectors in this new space to measure the similarity between them. LSI method has
already been used for CL-IR in [Littman et al., 1998]. In this approach, the source
and the target documents are concatenated into one document and then LSI learns
the links between source and target words. The CL-LSI method is described in detail
in Section 4.3 in Chapter 4.
The advantage of CL-LSI is that it does not need morphological analyzers or MT systems. Moreover, it overcomes the problem of vocabulary mismatch between queries
and documents. [Dumais, 2007] compared between the performance of CL-IR and
CL-LSI, and the authors showed that LSI outperforms the vector space model for IR.
Many works have been done on retrieval of document pairs written in various languages using CL-LSI. For example, [Berry and Young, 1995] worked on
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Greek-English documents and [Littman et al., 1998] worked on French-English documents, Spanish-English [Evans et al., 1998, Carbonell et al., 1997], PortugueseEnglish [Orengo and Huyck, 2003],

Japanese-English [Jiang and Littman, 2000,

Mori et al., 2001], while [Muhic et al., 2012] worked on several European languages.
In [Littman et al., 1998], the authors compared the performance of retrieving documents based on machine translation and based on CL-LSI. They applied their work
on Hansard parallel corpus18 , which is the proceedings of the Canadian parliament.
The corpus is composed of 2.4K French-English paragraphs. They divided this corpus
into training and test pairs. Each paragraph pair in the training set is concatenated
into one document, while test paragraphs are kept separated. The training set is
used to create the CL-LSI space. French and English test paragraphs are mapped
into the CL-LSI space separately. Each English test paragraph is used as a query to
retrieve the exactly one relevant French paragraph (its translation).
The authors repeated the same experiment, but using French paragraphs as queries
and English paragraphs as targets. The CL-LSI was able to find about 98.4% of
pairs for the given queries. Moreover, the authors investigated if French-English word
overlap has an impact on the results. To do this, they repeated the experiment, but
they added the prefix “F” to French words and “E” to English words. As a result,
French and English texts have no word overlaps. The result of this experiment is
comparable to the first one. The CL-LSI was able to find 98.9% pairs of the queries.
In addition, the authors investigated if machine translation is sufficient for crosslingual retrieval. They replicated the same experiment using the machine translation
system. In this experiment, a monolingual LSI space is created using the English
training documents. Then the test documents are mapped into the LSI space, then
the French test documents (queries) are translated into English using a machine
translation system. The system was able to find 99.4% of query matches. Based
18

www.isi.edu/natural-language/download/hansard
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on experiments, the authors concluded that machine translation can be sufficient for
cross-lingual retrieval.
Finally, the authors investigated retrieving documents out of the domain of Hansard
corpus. In this experiment, the CL-LSI is trained on Hansard corpus, while the
test consists of French-English parallel documents from yellow page’s domain. The
CL-LSI was able to find 22.8% of pairs of the queries. The performance increased
to 63.8% when some training texts were added from yellow page’s domain. These
additional training data are generated using a machine translation system.
In [Muhic et al., 2012], the authors used CL-LSI for cross-lingual similarity measure,
and applied it on Europarl parallel corpus19 (European Parliament Proceedings) and
aligned documents from Wikipedia in several European languages. All aligned sentences (seven languages) of the Europarl parallel corpus are merged into one sentence. Similarly, all aligned documents (seven languages) of the Wikipedia corpus
are merged into one document. The resulting term-document matrix D indexes terms
of all languages. The authors transformed D into LSI space using the same approach
as [Littman et al., 1998]. The authors reported that pair document retrieval is not
symmetric in all languages for Europarl and Wikipedia corpora, and it depends on
the language pairs. Since the result were not symmetric for all languages even for
parallel corpus, then we can assume that the performance of CL-LSI can be language
dependent.
In contrast, [Fortuna and Shawe-Taylor, 2005] considered the use of the LSI method
as a weakness because it requires an aligned parallel corpus. The authors compared
cross-lingual IR and text classification models, which are built using two sets: human
generated corpus (set A) and MT generated corpus (set B). Their method has been
used to retrieve/classify documents from the Hansard corpus (Canadian Parliament
records in French and English languages). The authors built one CL-LSI model from
the set A and another one from the set B. The authors showed that when the training
19
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and the test sets are from the same domain, the CL-LSI models of set A and B have
similar performance. But when the domains of training and test sets are different,
then the CL-LSI model of set B has better performance.
The authors reported that the main advantage of using the MT system is that it
allows to generate a training set relevant to the target domain of the application.
Despite of this advantage, a question arises about the quality of MT in the domain of
the application, and whether it is sufficient to produce an accurate cross-lingual LSI
space. They addressed this question, but ignored the fact that the MT system itself
needs to be developed first, and requires a human generated parallel corpus. This
contradicts with the first claim, which is the problem of CL-LSI is that it requires
a parallel corpus. In addition, we show in this thesis that CL-LSI works well with
comparable corpora.
The authors in [Cimiano et al., 2009] conducted an empirical comparison between
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) with Explicit Semantic Indexing (ESI) methods for
CL-IR. The former is based on the Singular Values Decomposition (SVD) of the
terms-by-documents matrix that is used to find the latent semantics, and the latter
indexes the text using given external concepts or knowledge-base. The concepts
are explicit in ESI, while the concepts are latent in LSA. In other words, the ESI’s
concepts are defined explicitly, while LSI’s concepts are extracted implicitly (latent)
from the corpus. In their work, the external knowledge-base is a corpus of Wikipedia
articles, where each article’s title is considered as a concept.
The authors applied ESI and LSI methods on two parallel test corpora: the first
corpus is collected from the “Journal of European Community”, and the second one
is collected from legislative documentations of the European Union. The authors
built two ESI spaces using the training documents of the parallel corpora.
The authors conducted experiments on English, French and German languages. The
ESI and LSI models are trained on the training parts of parallel corpora. The authors
reported that ESI outperforms LSI for CL-IR task. The authors repeated the same
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experiment, ESI and LSI models are trained on aligned documents from Wikipedia
corpus. The result in this experiment is that both ESI and LSI have the same
performance. The authors claimed that ESI is preferable because the availability
of aligned Wikipedia corpus is a restriction, but this is not true because Wikipedia
articles can be aligned using inter-language links as we achieve in this thesis.
To summarize the works reviewed in this section, CL-LSI can achieve good results and
it has better performance than CL-IR [Dumais, 2007, Littman et al., 1998] for crosslingual document retrieval. Machine translation can be sufficient for cross-lingual document retrieval using LSI [Littman et al., 1998, Fortuna and Shawe-Taylor, 2005],
but the benefit of CL-LSI is that it does not need machine translation and it
has a competitive performance.

The CL-LSI method is language independent,

but the performance is language dependent, i.e., it depends on the language pair
[Muhic et al., 2012]. To achieve better results when using CL-LSI, it is recommended
that the training and test documents are from close domains [Littman et al., 1998,
Fortuna and Shawe-Taylor, 2005]. ESI and LSI have the same performance when a
corpus of aligned document from Wikipedia is available [Cimiano et al., 2009]. To
our knowledge, English-Arabic document retrieval using CL-LSI is not addressed in
the literature. In this thesis we investigate cross-lingual document retrieval using
CL-LSI but for Arabic-English language pair. We also investigate the performance of
retrieving documents using machine translation approach, and compare it to CL-LSI.
In our work we investigate training CL-LSI using two types of corpora (parallel and
comparable).

2.3

Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis (or opinion mining) consists in identifying the subjectivity or the
polarity of a text [Pang and Lee, 2008]. Subjectivity analysis includes the classification of a given text into subjective (e.g., I will buy this amazing book! ) or objective
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(e.g., The new edition of the book is released ) labels, while polarity analysis aims to
classify the text into positive (e.g., The image quality is good! ) or negative (e.g., The
battery life is very short! ).
Subjective (or opinionated) text conveys opinions, while an objective text represents
facts. Regarding polarity, positive and negative texts are opinionated. These opinions
can be like/dislike, satisfied/unsatisfied, happy/sad, etc. Opinions can be related to
a product, a book, a movie, news story, etc.
Some texts may contain mixed sentiments (e.g., “I like this camera, but it is very
expensive!” or “The phone will be available for order starting from the next week,
but the price is prohibitively expensive!”), and even humans may disagree among
themselves about sentiment labels of these texts. This is why automatically analyzing
subjectivity of the texts is a challenging task.
Popular methods for sentiment analysis are lexicon based or corpus based
[Pang and Lee, 2008]. The lexicon based method uses a pre-annotated lexicon, which
is usually composed of terms and the corresponding scores that represent the subjectivity or polarity of terms. The lexicon based method uses string matching techniques between texts and the annotated lexicon, and calculates the average score of
the matched words.
The most common publicly available sentiment lexicons are WordNet-Affect
[Valitutti, 2004] and SentiWordNet [Baccianella et al., 2010], which are the extensions of WordNet [Miller and Fellbaum, 1998].

Additionally,

SenticNet

[Cambria et al., 2010] is a knowledge-based extension of the aforementioned lexicons.
All these lexicons are built using a semi-automatic method, which starts with an initial set of WordNet synonyms (synsets). First, this set is manually annotated, and
then it is expanded iteratively based on synset relationships using a semi-supervised
method.
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SentiWordNet is evaluated by [Baccianella et al., 2010] on a manually annotated
dataset, and authors report that this lexicon can be reliable for sentiment analysis. However, authors of [Chaumartin, 2007] report some incorrect entries in the
lexicon. SenticNet is also evaluated by [Cambria et al., 2012] on a manually annotated dataset, and the authors conclude that SenticNet can be used for sentiment
analysis.
The corpus based approach is also popular for sentiment analysis. It uses a preannotated corpus and machine learning algorithms to train classifiers to automatically classify a given text. The task is considered as a text classification problem.
The most commonly used features are n-grams and POS tags, and the most commonly used classifiers are Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB)
[Pang and Lee, 2008]. One of the publicly available resources is a collection of movie
reviews, which are pre-annotated with subjectivity labels [Pang and Lee, 2004], and
polarity labels [Pang and Lee, 2005].
The work of [Pang et al., 2002] assessed three machine learning algorithms (Maximum Entropy, NB, and SVM) to classify movie reviews that are collected in
[Pang and Lee, 2005] into positive and negative labels. The authors reported that the
classification into positive or negative classes does not perform as well as classification
into transitional categories such as sport, health, news, etc. Consequently, the authors have shown that sentiment classification is more challenging task. Each review
of the movie corpus has a positive or negative label. The authors extracted different
features from each review of this corpus. So the training instance is the extracted
features associated with class labels. The authors assessed combining different features for this task. These combinations are: “uni-grams”, “bi-grams”, “uni-grams +
bi-grams” and “uni-grams + POS tags”. The authors reported that SVM algorithm
outperforms the other algorithms, and the best feature combinations are “bi-grams”
and “uni-grams + bi-grams”.
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[Pang and Lee, 2004] proposed to use a 2-stage classification. The first stage classifies texts into subjective and objective, and filters out the objective portion, while
keeping the subjective portion for the second stage of classification, which classifies
the subjective texts into positive and negative. The idea is to prevent the polarity classifier from considering irrelevant texts. The authors showed that discarding
objective texts improves the accuracy of polarity classification (from 82% to 86%).
Some researchers combine lexicon and corpus based methods to enrich the extracted features to improve the accuracy of sentiment classification [Dang et al., 2010,
Hamouda and Rohaim, 2011]. The idea is to extract sentiment and some linguistic
features, such as n-grams and POS tags, from the corpus and to add the sentiment
score from the lexicon as a feature value. Then classifiers are trained on such combined features to improve the accuracy of the classifiers.
All the resources in the reviewed works above are in English language. In the following
review, we revise the state-of-the-art of sentiment resources in Arabic language. Then,
we review how researchers tackle the problem of generating resources for underresourced languages using the English resources.
Sentiment resources in Arabic language are very limited. [Rushdi-Saleh et al., 2011]
assessed sentiment resources in Arabic language, and they concluded that resources
are scarce. Due to this fact, the authors collected a small corpus of movie reviews in
Arabic, which is composed of 500 (250 positive and 250 negative) reviews. Despite
the fact that the corpus is small, the authors investigated some machine learning
techniques for sentiment classification on this corpus. Namely, they applied NB
and SVM algorithms on uni-gram, bi-gram and tri-gram features extracted from
the corpus. Their conclusion is that bi-gram and tri-gram features are better than
uni-gram features, and SVM classifier outperforms NB.
[Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011] developed a manually annotated corpus in Arabic language.

Two human annotators labeled newspaper documents with objective,

subjective-positive, subjective-negative labels. In addition, the authors manually
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created a polarity lexicon. In their work, the authors investigated 2-stage sentiment
classification task on this corpus, where they first classify the text into subjective
and objective, then the subjective text is classified into positive and negative. Unfortunately, these resources are not available publicly for other researchers.
[Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012] presented a multi-genre sentiment corpus in Arabic
language. The corpus is annotated by two methods; by trained annotators and by
crowd-sourcing annotators. The authors provided annotation guidelines with examples to the trained and crowd-sourcing annotators. The objective is to investigate
the impact of the annotation guidelines on the two types of annotators. The authors reported the difficulties that the two types of annotators experienced in the
labeling process. Their conclusion is that sentiment labeling is fuzzy and the annotators should be well-trained to have a reliable annotation. The authors precised the
annotation guidelines, which incorporate reliable labeling. Unfortunately, even this
corpus is not available publicly for other researchers.
The authors in [Aly and Atiya, 2013] collected book reviews written in Arabic from
Goodreaders20 social network. The corpus consist of about 63K book reviews. Each
review have a rating of 1 to 5 stars. The authors considered the reviews with rating 4
or 5 stars as positive and the reviews with 1 or 2 stars as negative. The reviews with
3 stars are considered as neutral. The authors reported that the majority of reviews
have positive label. To allow other researchers to compare their results with this
corpus, the authors provided a standard split of the corpus into training and testing
subsets. This corpus and the standard splits are publicly available. The authors used
this corpus for polarity classification and rate prediction. The authors investigated
SVM and NB classifiers on 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram text features. The authors
reported that SVM classifier outperforms NB and the 3-gram are the best features.
[Abdulla et al., 2014] conducted an extended study on sentiment analysis in Arabic
texts. The authors collected sentiment corpus from Yahoo-maktoob forum21 . The
20
21
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collected corpus is composed of 5K reviews related to four domains: art, politics, science & technology and social. The corpus is annotated manually with polarity labels.
The authors applied NB and SVM algorithms on this corpus, and they reported that
SVM outperforms NB algorithm. In addition, the authors reviewed other studies
related to sentiment analysis in Arabic texts, and they reported that most of such
studies use in-house collected data from social networks and annotated with polarity
labels. Unfortunately, the corpus collected by the authors is not available publicly at
this moment.
Since most of the sentiment resources (lexicons and corpora) are available in English
language, one should build the resources for other languages from scratch, or adapt
English resources using machine translation systems [Denecke, 2008, Ghorbel, 2012].
However, [Brooke et al., 2009, Ghorbel, 2012] reported that creating new resources
from scratch is better than using a MT system to generate them.
To our knowledge, comparing sentiments across languages is only addressed by
[Bautin et al., 2008], while the rest reviewed works just adopt the English resources
into other languages using machine translation, and debate whether machine translation is sufficient to capture sentiments or not.
In [Bautin et al., 2008], the authors used machine translation systems to translate
texts of eight languages into English, then they applied sentiment analysis on the
translated texts. The authors investigated whether machine translation is sufficient
to capture sentiments in the translated texts. The authors used a sentiment analysis
system called Lydia [Lloyd, 2006] to analyze sentiments based on named entities.
For a given named entity (a person, a city, etc.), the system computes the sentiment
score. The score quantifies the polarity of stories related to the named entity in news
collected in a time period. The score calculation in Lydia system is done using a
pre-defined sentiment lexicon.
The authors of [Bautin et al., 2008] conducted three experiments. In the first experiment authors collected news in eight languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
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German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish) and translated non-English texts
into English using Machine Translation (MT) systems. Then polarity scores are computed for the common entities in the eight languages. These entities are analyzed in
all languages in temporal manner. Namely, the sentiment scores are analyzed for each
day of ten days (1-10 May 2007). The authors reported that sentiment scores of the
common entities are significantly correlated in the eight languages. The authors also
tried to interpret spikes and drops of some sentiment scores in ten days by explaining
some “positive” and “negative” news happened in the world in that period.
In the second experiment, the authors analyzed sentiments in JRC-Acquis parallel
corpus22 , which is the European Union law applicable in the union countries. NonEnglish texts of this corpus are also translated into English using MT systems. Named
entities are analyzed in all languages. The authors reported that the scores of the
named entities are correlated in the parallel texts.
In the third experiment, the authors investigated the impact of machine translation
on the results of their experiment. They conducted this investigation on Spanish
language because of the availability of two machine translation systems for Spanish
language. This experiment is carried out on the news corpus for ten days period.
The authors computed correlation of sentiment scores of the two translations of the
Spanish text. Their conclusion is that the correlation of sentiment scores of each day
separately vary in the ten days period, but the overall scores are more correlated.
The authors believed that despite MT makes some serious errors in translations, it
can be sufficient to capture sentiments.
The rest reviewed works below just adopt the English resources into other languages
using machine translation, and debate whether machine translation is sufficient to
capture sentiments or not.
The work of [Brooke et al., 2009] explored the adaption of English resources for sentiment analysis of Spanish texts. The authors examined two approaches: the first
22

http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html
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one is to build and annotate resources in the Spanish language from scratch, the second one is to use a MT system to translate English sentiment resources into Spanish.
The authors compared a sentiment analysis method that uses the translated resources
and the resources that they built from scratch. The authors reported that translation has a disruptive effect on the performance of sentiment analysis. Moreover, it
is time and effort consuming to translate the lexicon and the corpus. Therefore,
the authors concluded that it is worthy to build resources from scratch. The authors
also concluded that the best approach for long-term improvement is through creating
language-specific resources.
For example, [Denecke, 2008] introduced a method for sentiment analysis for nonEnglish text. The method translates non-English texts into English using machine
translation systems, then SentiWordNet lexicon [Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006] is used
for sentiment analysis in the translated documents. The method is applied on movie
reviews in German language collected from Amazon. The pipeline of their method
is as follows. First, the language of the given text is identified using a language
classifier. Then the document is translated into English using a suitable machine
translation system for that language. Finally, the polarity of the translated document
is computed based on SentiWordNet lexicon.
In [Ghorbel, 2012],

the authors collected French corpus,

lated it into English using two means:

and they trans-

with bilingual dictionaries (WordNet

[Miller and Fellbaum, 1998] and EuroWordNet [Vossen, 1998]), and with a MT system. The objective for that is to be able to use the SentiWordNet sentiment lexicon,
which is in English language. The authors collected 650 French posts from Infrarouge
online forum, which is a Swiss TV program. The forum discusses political, social and
economic issues. The collected documents (posts) are annotated manually with positive and negative labels. The authors developed a baseline system by training a
SVM algorithm on features extracted from the collected corpus. These features are
uni-grams and the POS tags (adjective, adverb, noun and verb). More precisely, the
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feature values are binary, i.e., they indicate the presence or absence of words or POS
tags in the document.
The authors compared this baseline system with two other systems. The first system
uses SVM algorithm trained on English translations of the French corpus, which
is translated by a MT system. The second system trains the SVM algorithm on
English translations of the corpus, which is translated by the bilingual dictionary. In
these two systems, the authors added polarity scores of each POS tag that appeared
in the document. The polarity information is extracted from SentiWordNet. The
authors argued whether translation preserve sentiment, and they investigated the
answer in their experiment. The authors reported that neither WordNet translation
nor machine translation system significantly improved the performance with respect
to the baseline system. The authors supported this with the fact that the quality of
the translations is insufficient.
In [Wan, 2009], the authors used the co-training algorithm for cross-lingual sentiment
classification. The co-training algorithm is a bootstrapping method that exploits
labeled data to increase the annotated data incrementally. The authors have two
datasets: labeled reviews written in English (Len ), and unlabeled reviews written in
Chinese Uch . The MT system is used to translate the English labeled corpus into
Chinese (Lch ), and the unlabeled Chinese corpus into English (Uen ).
The authors used the co-training algorithm as follows. A SVM classifier is trained on
Len , and another SVM classifier is trained on Lch . The English classifier (SV Men ) is
used to label Uen corpus. The co-training algorithms selects annotated examples such
that the class distribution is balanced and the annotation is confident. Similarly, the
Chinese classifier (SV Mch ) is used to label the Uch . The new English and Chinese
labeled data is added to original labeled corpus (Len and Lch ). This process can
be repeated iteratively until enough amount of labeled data is generated. Then, in
the classification phase, SV Mch is applied on the Chinese test reviews to predict
the polarity label. The Chinese test reviews are translated into English using a MT
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system, then SV Mch is applied to the translated reviews to predict the class label.
Finally, the average of SV Men and SV Mch classifiers determines the class label of
the Chinese test reviews. The authors experimented several iterations and reported
that the best classification accuracy is achieved after 40 iterations.
In [Wei and Pal, 2010], the authors used the same idea as in [Wan, 2009], but they
proposed to use Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) for improving the adoption of cross-lingual data, that is, to remove the noise that is produced by the machine translation. Basically, the SCL semi-supervised learning method was proposed
by [Ando and Zhang, 2005] for domain adoption of the unlabeled data. Given two
datasets: a labeled data (A) of domain (X), and unlabeled data (B) of domain (Y).
The SCL methods adopts a classifier trained on the dataset (A) to the domain (Y),
which is the domain of the unlabeled data (B). The idea of SCL is to find the pivot
features, which behave in a similar manner in both source and target domains.
[Wei and Pal, 2010] used this idea but they considered that the source domain is the
source language, and the target domain is the target language. The authors kept only
the pivot features and discarded the other features to train the classifier. The authors
applied the method on the same dataset of [Wan, 2009], and they reported that their
method outperforms the co-training algorithm that is proposed by [Wan, 2009].
[Balamurali et al., 2012] defined the cross-lingual sentiment analysis as using a classifier trained on a corpus written in the source language, to predict the label of texts
written in the target language. The authors presented an alternative approach using WordNet synset links to avoid machine translation. The WordNet is a lexical
database that groups English words that have the same sense into sets called synset.
Each synset have an identifier. WordNet is expanded to other languages by adding
words that represent the same synset in the other languages. The authors extracted
the WordNet synset features from the text by replacing words by their synset identifiers. The classifier that is trained on these features is language independent because
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these identifiers are common in all WordNets. Thus, the classifier which is trained
on the source corpus can be used to classify a text in the target language.
The authors applied their method on Hindi and Marathi language pair, which are
widely spoken Indian languages. The authors developed a baseline system based on
word translations using bilingual dictionary. The authors reported that the classifier
that is trained on WordNet synset features outperforms the one that is trained on
word-features.
The authors in [Demirtas and Pechenizkiy, 2013] investigated whether machine translation improves cross-lingual polarity classification. The authors have three labeled
corpora; movie reviews written in English, movie reviews written in Turkish, product
reviews written in Turkish.
The authors conducted two experiments. In the first experiment they expanded the
Turkish corpus by translating the English corpus using machine translation, then they
investigated whether the new data improves classification accuracy. In the second
experiment, the authors used co-training with machine translation to improve the
classification accuracy.
The authors concluded in the first experiment that expanding the training data using
texts generated by machine translation does not necessarily improve the classification
accuracy. The authors explained that the reason for that is the people who wrote the
comments are from different cultures and backgrounds, and not because the quality
of the machine translation. As for the second experiment, the authors showed that
the co-training algorithm improves the classification accuracy when the unlabeled
data comes from the same domain, and the algorithm does not improve the accuracy
when the unlabeled data comes from different domains.
To summarize the reviewed work in this section, sentiment analysis is a challenging
task, popular methods are based on per-annotated corpora or lexicons. Researchers
already investigated several combination of sentiment features (n-grams, POS tags,
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predefined scores). Studies related to multilingual sentiment analysis mainly focus
on producing resources for under-resourced languages. The main approach for that
is to use machine translation. The researchers further argue whether the machine
translation is sufficient to capture sentiments.
In this thesis, we address the problem of producing sentiment resources differently.
We produce resources in the target language using cross-lingual projection.
We further compare sentiments across languages.

Our work is different from

[Bautin et al., 2008], who use machine translation to translate all news documents in
non-English languages into English, then they calculate the average sentiment scores,
then the correlation of sentiments across languages is computed. In our work, we do
not use machine translation, and we compare the agreement of sentiment labels of
aligned comparable news documents collected from different sources.

2.4

Emotion Identification

Emotion identification is the automatic detection of emotions that are expressed in
a text. It is useful for many applications such as market analysis, text-to-speech
synthesis, and human-computer interaction [Pang and Lee, 2008].
The basic six human emotions, which are reported in a psychological study by
[Ekman, 1992], are widely adopted in emotion identification [Pang and Lee, 2008].
These emotions are anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise.
There are various studies that addressed emotions identification in texts. For example, the work of [Zhe and Boucouvalas, 2002] introduces a text-to-emotions engine that generates expressive images of user’s emotions in chat conversations. The
authors reported that the system can be useful for real time gaming and real time
communication systems, where transmitting video is restricted due to low bandwidth
of the connection.
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Table 2.6: A sample of emotion words in WNA lexicon

Anger
Disgust
Fear
Joy
Sadness
Surprise
umbrage
distasteful apprehensive
cheerful
desolate
marvelous
pique
foul
hardhearted
smile
dispirit
stunned
huffy
recalcitrance
affright
pride
pitiful
terrific
aggression
nauseate
horrify
friendly
weariness
surprise
pestering
disgustful
fear
amorous
glum
amazing
torture
nauseating
dreadful
compassion despondent wonderful
mad
distastefully
isolation
carefree
suffer
terrifically
angry
ugly
afraid
happy
unhappy
incredible
In [Alm et al., 2005], the authors used a supervised method to predict the emotions
in kid’s fairy tales. The authors pointed that the system can be used for expressive
rendering of text-to-speech synthesis of a narrative system. They adopted the basic six human emotions of [Ekman, 1992]. The authors considered the problem as
multi-class classification task. They annotated 207 kid stories using human annotators. Feature extracted from this corpus include uni-grams and absence or presence of emotion words, which are determined using the emotion lexicon created by
[Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007]. The authors trained NB classifier on these features to predict the emotions in texts. They pointed that the initial results are
encouraging, but the techniques need to be tuned, and data need to be extended to
tackle the problem.
[Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007] created the WordNet-Affect (WNA) emotions lexicon by annotating a subset of English WordNet. Each entry (synonym set or synset)
of the WNA is annotated with one of the six basic emotions. Table 2.6 shows some
sample of words in WNA emotions lexicon.
WNA emotion lexicon was basically developed for indirect emotion identification
shared task. Indirect emotion identification consists in identifying emotions that
are expressed indirectly in the text. The task is challenging because it is uneasy
to anticipate the emotional state if emotions written in the text. For example, the
emotional state expressed in “seeing a lion” is ambiguous. The text can indirectly
refer to joy or fear emotions. That depends on its context. The context “I saw a big
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lion in the national zoo” can refer indirectly to joy emotion, but the context “While
I was exploring the African savanna, a lion came across to me” can refer indirectly
to fear emotion.
The result of the systems that participate in the shared task are reported in
[Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2010]. The authors pointed out that the task is very
difficult, where the best F-Measure score was 0.17.
The WNA can be used as emotion lexicon to detect emotions in texts, or it can be used
to extract emotion features. Extracted features can be used to train machine learning
algorithms to detect emotions [Alm et al., 2005, Aman and Szpakowicz, 2007].
In addition, WNA can be also used to develop emotion resources for non-English
languages. For instance, [Bobicev et al., 2010] translated WordNet-Affect from English into Romanian and Russian languages using a bilingual dictionary.

Also

[Torii et al., 2011] developed a Japanese WNA from the English one by crossing
synsets-IDs with the Japanese WordNet. The authors evaluated the lexicon for emotion identification on an in-house Japanese corpus. They compared the precision and
recall of identifying emotions with and without applying morphological analysis on
the text. They reported that applying morphological analysis improves the results
by 4.1%.
To summarize the reviewed works in this section, basic six human emotions (anger,
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) has been adopted by several researchers. Researchers focus mainly on developing system to identify emotions for different applications such as text-to-speech synthesis, and human-computer interaction. Researchers
also focused on developing emotion resources for low-resourced languages. In this
thesis, we translate WNA emotions lexicon from English into Arabic manually. To
our knowledge, comparing emotions in comparable documents have not been addressed in the literature. In our work, we compare the agreement of emotion labels
in comparable documents collected from different sources.

Chapter 3
Collected and Used Corpora

3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the collected and used corpora. In our work, we use EnglishArabic parallel corpora, and we collect English-Arabic-French comparable corpora.
We need the parallel corpus for several reasons: (a) to compare the application of the
proposed methods on comparable as well as parallel corpora, (b) to study the degree
of similarity of comparable texts as compared to the degree of similarity of parallel
texts, and (c) to use parallel texts to transfer sentiment annotation from English to
Arabic. The parallel corpora come from several different domains, and they are ideal
to test our methods on different genres of texts.
English-French-Arabic comparable corpora are not available; Therefore, collecting
such resources is one of the contributions in this thesis. In addition, the work of this
dissertation needs such dataset to study comparable texts, and to develop and test
our proposed methods for aligning, retrieving, and annotating comparable texts and
compare them in terms of sentiments and emotions. Moreover, such resources can
be useful for several applications such as cross-lingual text mining, bilingual lexicon
extraction, cross-lingual information retrieval and machine translation.
45
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We collect the comparable corpora from two sources: Euronews website1 , and
Wikipedia encyclopedia2 . Comparable and parallel corpora are described in detail
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The collected Wikipedia corpus is made publicly available
online3 for research purposes.
It should be noted that we collected the comparable corpora in Arabic, English
and French languages, but we focus on English-Arabic language pair for alignment,
retrieval, annotation and comparison tasks.
Before describing the used and collected corpora, we briefly introduce some characteristics of the Arabic language in the next section.

3.2

Arabic Language

Arabic language is used by about 422M people in the Middle East, North Africa
and the Horn of Africa [UNESCO, 2012]. Arabic words are derived from roots,
which can be composed of three, four or five letters. Triliteral root is the most
common one. About 80% of Arabic roots are triliteral [Khoja and Garside, 1999,
Sawalha and Atwell, 2008]. Words can be derived from a root by adding prefixes,
infixes or suffixes.
Arabic is a highly inflected language [Habash, 2010]. Table 3.1 presents some examples of inflected terms of the Arabic language. The table shows several different
English words, that are related to the same root in Arabic. Therefore, for an EnglishArabic NLP task, applying rooting on Arabic words may lead to lose the meaning of
Arabic words against the corresponding English words.
1

www.euronews.com
www.wikipedia.org
3
Corpus is publicly available at http://sf.net/projects/crlcl
2
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Table 3.1: Examples of some inflected terms in Arabic language

Arabic word
I.KA¿'kātb
I.JºK 'yktb
H. AJ»'ktāb
éJJºÓ'mktbh
.
I.JºÓ'mktb
Q¢ 'yt.yr
QKA£'.tā-yr
PAJ£'.tyār
èQKA£'tā-yrh
.

Meaning
author
he writes
book
library
office
he flies
bird
pilot
airplane

Description
name of the subject
the verb
the outcome of the verb
where the verb takes place
the place of the verb (to write)
the verb
name of the subject
name of the subject
name of the subject

Root
I.J»'ktb
I.J»'ktb
I.J»'ktb
I.J»'ktb
I.J»'ktb
Q£'.tyr
Q£'.tyr
Q£'.tyr
Q£'.tyr

Unlike English terms that are isolated, certain Arabic terms can be agglutinated
(words or terms are combined) [Habash, 2010].

For instance, the Arabic item

½J¢ªJð'wsy,t.yk corresponds to “and he will give you” in English. In Arabic, usually
the definite article Ë@'āl “the” and pronouns are connected to the words.
Arabic words have different forms depending on gender (masculine and feminine).
For example, the English word “travelers” corresponds to àðQ¯AÓ'msāfrwn in mas-

 Q¯AÓ'msāfrāt in feminine form. Word forms in Arabic may change
culine form, and H@
according to its grammatical case. For instance, àðQ ¯AÓ'msāfrwn is in nominative
form, while its accusative/genitive form is áK Q¯AÓ'msāfryn .
Besides the singular and plural forms, Arabic words have the dual form. Singular
form refers to one person or thing, dual form refer to two persons or things, and
plural form refers to three or more persons or things.
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Verb conjugation in Arabic is derived according to person, number, gender, and tense.
Table 3.2 shows some examples of conjugating the verb I. J»'ktb . The table shows
the conjugation for the first person (1) (I and we), second person (2) (you), and the
third person (3) (he, she, it, one, and they). The table also shows the conjugation
for the masculine (m), feminine (f), singular, dual and plural forms.
Table 3.2: Verb conjugation of the root I.J»'ktb (to write)

Person

Perfect

Singular 1
I . J»'katabtu
Singular 2m
I . J»'katabta
I . J»'katabti
Singular 2f
Singular 3m
I.J»'kataba
I .J»'katabat
Singular 3f
Dual 2
AÒJ. J»'katabtumaā
Dual 3m
AJ.J»'katabaā
Dual 3f
AJ.J»'katabataā
Plural 1
AJ. J»'katabnaā
ÕæJ. J»'katabtum
Plural 2m
á J. J»'katabtuna
Plural 2f
Plural 3m
@ñJ.J»'katabuwā
á. J»'katabna
Plural 3f
Common
ing

methods

to

analyze

[Khoja and Garside, 1999,

[Larkey et al., 2007].

Meaning

Imperfect

I wrote
you wrote
you wrote
he wrote
she wrote
you wrote
they wrote
they wrote
we wrote
you wrote
you wrote
they wrote
they wrote
words

Meaning


I.J» @'-aaktubu

I.JºK'taktubu
áJ.Jº K'taktubiyna

I.JºK 'yaktubu

I.JºK'taktubu

à AJ.JºK'taktubaāni

à AJ.JºK 'yaktubaāni

à AJ.JºK'taktubaāni

I.JºK'naktubu

àñJ.JºK'taktubuwna
á. Jº K'taktubna

àñJ.JºK 'yaktubuwna
á. Jº K 'yaktubna
in

Arabic

Taghva et al., 2005]

I write
you write
you write
he write
she write
you write
they write
they write
we write
you write
you write
they write
they write

language

and

light

is

root-

stemming

Rooting removes the word’s prefix, suffix and infix, then

converts it into the root form, while light stemming just removes the word’s prefix
and suffix. Table 3.3 shows some examples, where words are analyzed using rooting
and light stemming methods.
Light stemming have better performance than rooting for several Arabic NLP tasks
such as text classification [Saad, 2010], text clustering [Ghanem, 2014], information
retrieval [Larkey et al., 2007], and measuring texts similarity [Froud et al., 2012].
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Table 3.3: Methods of morphology analysis for some Arabic words

Word
Meaning
Prefix Infix

Words inflected from the root I.J»'ktb (to write)
éJ . JºÖÏ @'ālmktbh
the library
Ë@'āl
Ò'm

I.KA¾Ë@'ālkātb
the author
Ë@'āl
A'ā

H. AJºË@'ālktāb
the book
Ë@'āl
A'ā

I.JºK 'yktb
he writes
K 'y
Words inflected from the root Q®'sfr (to travel)
àðQ¯AÖÏ @'ālmsāfrwn the travelers ÖÏ @'ālm A'ā
áK Q¯AÖÏ @'ālmsāfryn the travelers ÖÏ @'ālm A'ā
Q¯A'sysāfr
he will travel J'sy
A'ā
 ¯A'sāfrt
HQ
she traveled
A'ā

Suffix

Light Stem

 h
é'

I.JºÓ'mktb
I.KA¿'kātb
H. AJ»'ktāb
I.J»'ktb

-

àð'wn
áK 'yn
-

 t
H'

Q¯AÓ'msāfr
Q¯AÓ'msāfr
Q¯A'sāfr
Q¯A'sāfr

For an English-Arabic NLP task, applying rooting on Arabic words may lead
to lose the meaning of Arabic words against the corresponding English words
[Saad et al., 2013].
To recapitulate, Arabic language have very different characteristics from English
language. Several consideration should be taken into account when doing Arabic or
Arabic-English NLP tasks. This makes the task more challenging.

3.3

Comparable Corpora

This section describes the comparable corpora that we collect from two sources:
Euronews website4 , and Wikipedia encyclopedia5 .
We align the collected texts at the document level. That means, for Euronews corpus,
the aligned articles are related to the same news story, and for Wikipedia corpus the
aligned articles are related to the same context. For example, the English Wikipedia
4
5

www.euronews.com
www.wikipedia.org
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article “Olive oil” is aligned to the French article “Huile d’olive”, and to the Arabic

 P”. In the next two sections, we described our collected comparable
article “ àñJK P IK
corpora.

3.3.1

Wikipedia Comparable Corpus

Wikipedia is an open source encyclopedia written by contributors in several languages. Anyone can edit and write Wikipedia articles. Therefore, articles are usually
written by different authors. Some of Wikipedia articles of some languages are translations of the corresponding English versions, and others are written independently.
Wikipedia provide a free copy of all available contents of the Encyclopedia (articles, revisions, discussion of contributors). These copies are called dumps6 . Because
Wikipedia contents change with time, the dumps are provided regularly every month.
Wikipedia dumps can be downloaded in XML format. Our Wikipedia corpus is extracted by parsing Wikipedia dumps of December 2011, which are composed of 4M
English, 1M French, and 200K Arabic articles.
English Wikipedia started in 2001 with 2.7K articles, and French Wikipedia started
in in the same year with 895 articles, while Arabic Wikipedia started in 2003 with
655 articles. Table 3.4 shows the rank of English, French and Arabic Wikipedias
according to the number of articles [Wikimedia, 2014]. To judge these ranks, we
need to compare the number of speakers and articles in each language. By August
2014, 335M English speakers added 4.7M articles, 456M French speakers added 1.5M
articles, and 422M Arabic speakers added 315K articles. Thus, Arabic people added a
very few articles compared to other language speakers. Despite that, the growth rate
of Arabic articles is the highest compared to English and French [Wikimedia, 2014].
Figure 3.1 shows the growth rate of English, French, and Arabic Wikipedias from
Jan. 2014 to Aug. 2014.
6

dumps.wikimedia.org
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Table 3.4: A list of English, French and Arabic Wikipedias ordered by number
of articles (August 2014)

Rank Language Started in
1
English
2001
5
French
2001
22
Arabic
2003
8

English

French

Number of articles
4.7M
1.5M
315K

Arabic

8

Growth rate (%)

7
6
5
4
3

3
2

2
1

3

2

2

2

2

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

1 1

1 1

0
Jul

Aug

Month
Figure 3.1: Growth rate of English, French, and Arabic Wikipeidas from Jan.
2014 to Aug. 2014 [Wikimedia, 2014]

Another indicator of the growth of a language in Wikipedia is the article depth,
which is a rough indicator of the encyclopedia’s collaborative quality, showing how
frequently its articles are updated [Wikipedia, 2014]. Table 3.5 shows the depth
indicator rank for English, French, and Arabic articles.
Table 3.5: Wikipedia article depth (August 2014)

Rank Language
1
English
4
Arabic
5
French
Arabic, French, and English comparable articles are extracted based on inter-language
links. In a given Wikipedia article written in a specific language, “inter-language
links” refer to the corresponding articles in other languages. The form of these links
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is [[languagecode : T itle]]. For example, the inter-language links of the English
language article “Rain” are shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The form of inter-language links of Wikipedia

[[ar: Q¢Ó]]
[[de:Regen]]
[[es:Lluvia]]
[[fr:Pluie]]
[[en:Rain]]
···
Using inter-language links for a given Wikipedia articles, We can select the titles
of Wikipedia documents in other languages and extract them and link (align) them
together. Thus, the extracted articles are aligned at article level. That means the
three comparable articles are related to the same topic (context). We denote the extracted corpus as Arabic-French-English Wikipedia Corpus (AFEWC). The following
steps describe our approach to extract and align comparable articles from Wikipedia
dumps. These steps are applied for each English article in Wikipedia dump files.

1. If the English article contains Arabic and French inter-language links, then
extract the French and Arabic titles.
2. Search by titles for the three comparable articles in the Wikipedia dump, and
then extract them.
3. Extract the plain-text of the three comparable articles from wiki-markup.
4. Write comparable articles in plain-texts and xml files.

The extracted information includes article’s title and wiki markup.

From wiki

markup, we extract the article’s summary (abstract), categories, and the plain text.
Examples of generic categories are sport, economics, religion, etc. Examples of specific categories are ‘Nobel Peace Prize laureates’, ‘cooking oils’, etc. All the aligned
articles are structured in XML files. We also keep the wiki-markup for the aligned
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articles because it can be useful to extract additional information later such as info
boxes, image captions, etc.
Wikipedia December 2011 dumps contain about 4M English articles, 1M French
articles, and 200K Arabic articles. In total, we extracted and aligned about 40K
comparable articles. Corpus information is presented in Table 3.6, where |D| is the
number of articles, |S| is the number of sentences, |W | is the number of words, |V |
is the vocabulary size, S̄ is the average number of sentences per article, and W̄ is
average words per article. A sample of Wikipedia comparable articles is presented in
Appendix A.1. It can be noted from Table 3.6 that the number of sentences of Arabic
articles is less than the number of sentences of English and French articles. Maybe
this is because Arabic Wikipedia is still evolving as mentioned in the beginning of
this section.
Table 3.6: Wikipedia comparable corpus (AFEWC) characteristics

|D|
|S|
|W |
|V |
S̄
W̄

English French
40K
40K
4.8M
4.7M
91.3M 57.8M
2.8M
1.9M
119
69
2.2K
1.4K

Arabic
40K
1.2M
22M
1.5M
30
548

Since our Wikipedia comparable corpus have the articles and their abstracts, then it
can be useful for automatic text summarization applications.

3.3.2

Euronews Comparable Corpus

Euronews is a multilingual news TV channel, which aims to cover world news from a
pan-European perspective7 . News stories are also posted on the website. Euronews is
available now in many European languages as well as in Arabic. English and French
news services started in 1993, while Arabic started in 2008.
7

www.euronews.com
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Euronews corpus is extracted by parsing the html files of articles collected from
Euronews website. Each English document has a hyperlink to the corresponding
Arabic and French articles. We align comparable articles using these hyperlinks.
Then, html tags are stripped for the three comparable articles, and stored in plain
text files. Category information is also included in the plain text files. Euronews
categories are: cinema, corporate, economy, Europe, hi-tech, interview, markets,
science, and world.
Euronews corpus contains about 34K comparable articles as shown in Table 3.7.
The average number of sentences is almost the same in English, French and Arabic
documents.
A sample of Euronews comparable articles are presented in Appendix A.2. The
sample documents are related to “level of corruption in world’s country”. The articles
are mostly translations of each other. Comparing the English article with the Arabic
and the French ones, we find that the Arabic article has an additional paragraph,
which reports the situation of the corruption in some Arab countries, while the French
article gives some additional detail about the situation of France.
Table 3.7: Euronews comparable corpus characteristics

|D|
|S|
|W |
|V |
S̄
W̄

English French
34K
34K
744K
746K
6.8M
6.9M
232K
256K
21
21
198
200

Arabic
34K
622K
5.5M
373K
17
161

This corpus is interesting because as we discussed above, articles are mostly translation of others. So the corpus is comparable and near-parallel at the same time. Is is
interesting to discover the result of measuring document similarities and compare it
with Wikipedia corpus. In addition, it is interesting to have a comparable corpus in
news domain and compare its result with the encyclopedia domain.
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Parallel Corpora

In this thesis we work on several corpus in order to measure the robustness of the
proposed methods. In this section we describe the parallel corpora that we use in
this dissertation.
We need the parallel corpora in our work because it can be baseline for the crosslingual similarity measure, so we can compare it with our comparable corpora. The
parallel corpora are useful for the cross-lingual annotation method, which is described
in Chapter 5. The parallel corpora is used as baseline when we compare the agreement
of sentiments in comparable documents, as we describe in Chapter 6
The parallel corpora come from several different domains, and they are ideal to test
our methods on different genres of texts.
Table 3.8 shows the characteristics of the parallel corpora that we use in this work.
|S| is the number of sentences, |W | is the number of words, and |V | is the vocabulary size. The table also shows the domain of each corpus. The parallel corpora
are: AFP8 , ANN9 , ASB10 [Ma and Zakhary, 2009], Medar11 , NIST [NIST, 2010], UN
[Rafalovitch and Dale, 2009], TED12 [Cettolo et al., 2012], OST13 [Tiedemann, 2012]
and Tatoeba14 [Tiedemann, 2012]. The corpora are collected from different sources
and present different genres of text.
Note that OST is a collection of movie subtitles translated and uploaded by contributors. These contributors are just ordinary persons and they are not qualified
translators. Therefore, the quality of the translations may vary from one to another.
8

www.afp.com
www.annahar.com
10
www.assabah.com.tn
11
www.medar.info
12
www.ted.com
13
www.opensubtitles.org
14
www.tatoeba.org
9
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Table 3.8: Parallel Corpora characteristics

Corpus

|S|

|W |
|V |
English Arabic English Arabic

Newspapers
AFP
4K
140K
114K
ANN
10K
387K
288K
ASB
4K
187K
139K
Medar
13K
398K
382K
NIST
2K
85K
64K
United Nations Resolutions
UN
61K
2.8M
2.4M
Talks
TED
88K
1.9M
1.6M
Movie Subtitles
OST
2M
31M
22.4M
Other
Tatoeba 1K
17K
13K
Total 2.3M
37M
27.5M

17K
39K
21K
43K
15K

25K
63K
34K
71K
22K

42K

77K

88K

182K

504K

1.3M

4K
775K

6K
1.8M

As can be noted from Table 3.8, in all parallel corpora, English texts have more words
than Arabic ones. The reason is that certain Arabic terms can be agglutinated, while
English terms are isolated, as described in Section 3.2. In contrast, the vocabulary of
Arabic texts is larger than the vocabulary of the English one. This is because Arabic
is a highly inflected language, as described in Section 3.2.
We merge parallel news corpora (AFP, ANN, ASB, Medar and NIST) into one corpus,
and we call it parallel-news. We merge these corpora because they are from the same
domain (newspapers). The characteristics of this corpus are presented in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9: parallel-news corpus characteristics

|W |
|V |
English Arabic English Arabic
34K
1.2M
0.9M
83K
141K
|S|

To recapitulate this chapter, we described some characteristics of Arabic language.
We pointed out that some consideration should be taken into account for Arabic and
English-Arabic NLP task.
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We further presented in this chapter our collected comparable corpora. These comparable corpora are collected from different sources and different domains. The corpora
are collected from Wikipedia encyclopedia and from Euronews news agency. We also
described the parallel corpora that we use in this thesis. The parallel corpus is useful for us because we use it as a baseline corpus to compare it with our collected
comparable corpora.

Chapter 4
Cross-lingual Similarity Measures
In this chapter, we present two cross-lingual similarity measures: based on bilingual
dictionary and based on Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI). We use these measure for
cross-lingual document retrieval, i.e., to retrieve the target document using the source
document as a query. We evaluate these methods on parallel and comparable corpora.
We further compare and discuss the performance of the two measures.
In the dictionary based method, we developed a new morphological analysis technique
for Arabic words. We further investigate the best morphological analysis technique
to match English-Arabic words.
To our knowledge, LSI method has been applied for several language pairs, but Arabic
language has not been addressed yet. In this chapter, we investigate LSI method for
English-Arabic document retrieval.
Finally, we use best one of the two cross-lingual similarity measures to align further
comparable documents collected from sources other than Wikipedia and Euronews.
In this chapter, we align news documents collected from the British broadcasting
corporation and Al-Jazeera news agencies.
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Introduction

As we mentioned earlier, texts in the parallel corpus have aligned sentences, which
are translations of each other, while texts in the comparable corpus have topic aligned
documents, which are not necessarily translations of each other.
Similarity of comparable documents can vary, and we need a measure that can identify
the degree of similarity of these documents. A similarity measure is a real-valued
function that quantifies the likeness of the meaning or the contents of two documents.
The function estimates the distance between two units of text (terms, sentences,
paragraphs, documents, or concepts) through numerical representations of the text
documents.
This chapter presents our similarity measures for English-Arabic documents. These
measures can identify the degree of similarity of two cross-lingual documents, and
they can be used to align and retrieve comparable documents. The value of these
measures range from 1 (exactly similar) to 0 (not similar).
We present two similarity measures in this chapter: the first one is based on a bilingual dictionary, and the second one is based on the Cross-Lingual Latent Semantic
Indexing (CL-LSI) method. In the following sections, we present our measures, our
experiment setup, then we discuss and compare the results.

4.2

Cross-lingual Similarity Using Bilingual Dictionary

Our

dictionary

based

method,

uses

multi-WordNet

bilingual

dictionary

[Bond and Paik, 2012], to measure the similarity of comparable documents.
This method requires the source and target texts to be represented as vectors of
matched words. Source and target words are matched using the bilingual dictionary.
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For inflected language, bilingual dictionaries usually do not cover all word variations,
so morphological analysis is applied on words to improve the dictionary coverage.
Word weights can be either binary (1 or 0 to indicate the presence or absence of the
translation in the target document) or numeric represented by the term frequencyinverse document frequency (tfidf ) of words in the document.
For binary weighting scheme we propose a binary measure, and for tfidf weighting
scheme we propose a cosine measure. For a given source document ds and target
document dt , the binary measure counts the words in ds which have translations in
dt and then normalizes these counts by the vector size, while the cosine measure computes the cosine similarity between source and target vectors which are represented
by the tfidf of the matching words of ds and dt .
The binary measure uses the function trans(ws , dt ), which returns 1 if a translation
of the source word ws is found in the target document dt , and 0 otherwise. The
similarity using the binary measure can be computed as follows:

P
bin(ds , dt ) =

trans(ws , dt )

ws ∈ds ∩Vs

|ds ∩ Vs |

(4.1)

where Vs is the source vocabulary of the bilingual dictionary, ds and dt are the
source and target documents considered as bags of words. Because bin(ds , dt ) is not
symmetric, the actual value used for measuring the comparability between ds and dt
is as follows:

bin(ds , dt ) + bin(dt , ds )
2

(4.2)

Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity, between two vectors in a vector space,
that measures the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. Source and target
texts can be represented as vectors where the value of each dimension corresponds to
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weights/features (for e.g. tfidf ) associated to the matched words in the documents.
This representation is generally referred to as a Vector Space Model (VSM). Given
two vectors ds and dt of n attributes representing the source and target documents,
the cosine similarity cosine(ds , dt ) between these documents is computed as follows:
n
P

ds · dt
=rn
cosine(ds , dt ) =
P
kds k × kdt k

dsi × dti
rn
P
(dsi )2 ×
(dti )2
i=1

i=1

(4.3)

i=1

To represent cross-lingual documents in the VSM, we build the source and target
vectors as follows: using a bilingual dictionary, for each translation ws ↔ wt in this
dictionary, define one attribute of the vectors. For the source vector this attribute is
equal to the tfidf of ws (0 if ws is not in the source document), and for the target
vector this attribute is equal to the tfidf of wt (0 if wt is not in the target document).
The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf ) for a term ti , in a document
dj , in a corpus C is computed as follows:

tf idf (ti , dj , C) = tf (ti , dj ) × idf (ti , C)

(4.4)

where tf (ti , dj ) is the frequency of the term ti in the document dj , and idf (ti , C) is
the frequency of documents that the term ti appeared in. tf (ti , dj ) and idf (ti , C) are
computed as follows:

tf (ti , dj ) = |ti : ti ∈ dj |

idf (ti , C) = log
where |C| is the corpus size.

|C|
|{d ∈ C : ti ∈ d}|

(4.5)

(4.6)
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Open Multilingual WordNet (OMWN) bilingual dictionary [Bond and Paik, 2012] is
used in our work to match the source and the target words. OMWN is available
in many languages including Arabic and English. OMWN has 148K English words,
which are extracted from English WordNet [Miller and Fellbaum, 1998] and 14K Arabic words, which are extracted from Arabic WordNet [Black et al., 2006]. Synonym
words are grouped into sets called synsets. These synsets help to identify possible
translations from source to target.
To match words in the source and the target texts, each word is looked up in the
bilingual dictionary. Before that, morphological analysis is applied on words to increase the coverage of dictionary between source and target texts. Also stopwords
and punctuation are removed from all the texts before matching words.
There are many word reduction techniques for English and Arabic languages. For
English, stemming and lemmatization are widely used in the community. Stemming
[Porter, 2001] prunes a word into a stem, which is a part of the word, and may not
be in the dictionary, while lemmatization [Miller and Fellbaum, 1998] retrieves the
dictionary form (lemma) of an inflected word.
As for Arabic, rooting [Khoja and Garside, 1999, Taghva et al., 2005] or light stemming [Larkey et al., 2007] are widely used techniques. Rooting removes the word’s
prefix, suffix and infix, then converts it to the root form, while light stemming just
removes the word’s prefix and suffix. As discussed in Section 3.2, Arabic is a highly
inflected language. Thus, applying rooting leads to lose the meaning of Arabic words
against the corresponding English words.
In order to increase English-Arabic word matching using the bilingual dictionary, we
have developed a new reduction technique for Arabic words, which combines rooting
and light stemming techniques. We name this technique as morphAr. The idea is
to try to reduce Arabic words by applying light stemming first, and then applying
rooting. If the stem is found in the dictionary, then its translations are returned,
otherwise the translations of the root are returned.
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We have two reduction techniques for English (stemming and lemmatization) and
three techniques for Arabic (light stemming, rooting and morphAr ). To determine
the best combination of these techniques, we conducted an experiment using each
technique separately, also inspecting the percentage of words that are Out Of Vocabulary (OOV). This experiment is applied on AFP, ANN, ASB, TED, UN parallel
corpora, which are described in Section 3.4. The OOV rate is computed as follows:

|wsoov | |wtoov | 
1
×
+
2
|ds |
|dt |

(4.7)

where ds is the source document, dt is the target document, |d| is the word count in
the document and |woov | is the count of the words that are OOV (not found in the
dictionary).
Word matching rate is the count of source and target words that are translation of
each others in the source and the target documents (|ws ↔ wt |), normalized by source
and target document sizes. It is computed as follows:

|ws ↔ wt |
|ds | + |dt |

(4.8)

Figure 4.1 presents the OOV rate for each word reduction technique separately. If
we consider word reduction techniques for each language separately, then rooting
for Arabic and lemmatization for English have the lowest OOV rate as shown in
Figure 4.1. But we do not aim to just reduce OOV independently for each language.
Instead, we aim to increase matching rate of source and target words by finding the
appropriate translation for these words using the bilingual dictionary. In addition,
as we discussed in Chapter 3, using rooting in Arabic language leads to lose the
corresponding meaning in the English language.
The word matching rates for different combinations of the word reduction techniques
in both Arabic and English are presented in Figure 4.2. It can be noted that morphAr
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30%

Light Stemming

32%

Lemmatization

37%
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0%

20%

40%

60%

OOV rate
Figure 4.1: OOV rate using different word reduction techniques for Arabic and
English parallel corpus

57%

morphAr (Arabic) + lemmatization (English)

50%

morphAr (Arabic) + stemming (English)
root (Arabic) + lemmatization (English)
root (Arabic) + stemming (English)
light stemming (Arabic) + lemmatization (English)
light stemming (Arabic) + stemming (English)

0%

20%

40%
39%
41%
41%
40%

60%

Word mating rate
Figure 4.2: Word matching rate of combined Arabic-English word reduction
techniques using the bilingual dictionary

for Arabic and lemmatization for English lead together to the best coverage (best
matching rate). Therefore, we use this combination of techniques in our experiments.

4.2.1

Results

To evaluate the performance of the Dictionary based methods we conducted experiments on parallel and comparable corpora. We select a random sample of 100 EnglishArabic sentences from each parallel corpus, and random sample of 100 English-Arabic
documents from each comparable corpus. Parallel and comparable corpora are described in Sections 3.4 and 3.3 respectively.
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Each source text (English) is used as a query to retrieve exactly one relevant target
text (Arabic). The experiment is conducted at the sentence level for parallel corpora
and at the document level for comparable corpora. In other words, for parallel
corpora, the source sentence is used as a query to retrieve its translation in the
target language. For comparable corpora, the source document is used as a query to
retrieve its target pair.
The retrieving process is done as follows: for a given source text, we compute the
similarity to all of the 100 target texts, then we select the top-n target texts according
to the similarity values. Then, we check if the corresponding target text is in the
1-top list (first recall R@1), in the 5-top list (fifth recall R@5), and in the 10-top list
(tenth recall R@10).
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present the recall results for parallel and comparable corpora
respectively, using the binary measure (Dict-bin) and the cosine measure (Dict-cos).
Dict-bin is computed using the Formula 4.2 and Dic-cos is computed using the formula
4.3. The tables show that cosine measure achieves better results than the binary
measure in terms of recall scores. The recall scores of each measure depend on the
corpus as shown in the results. For binary measure, the best R@1 is achieved on
Tatoeba corpus, and for cosine measure, the best R@1 is achieved on NIST corpus.
However, the recall scores are still limited for both measures, and for both parallel
and comparable corpora. This is due to the limitations of the dictionary and the
morphological tools. Besides that, word-to-word translations based on dictionaries
can lead to many errors (translation ambiguity).

4.2.2

Conclusion

In this section we proposed two dictionary based similarity measures for cross-lingual
documents.
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Table 4.1: Recall of retrieving parallel documents using Dict-bin and Dict-cos
measures

Corpus
Method
R@1
Newspapers
Dict-bin 0.11
AFP
Dict-cos
0.30
Dict-bin 0.11
ANN
Dict-cos
0.39
Dict-bin 0.12
ASB
Dict-cos
0.38
Dict-bin 0.09
Medar
Dict-cos
0.35
Dict-bin 0.16
NIST
Dict-cos
0.46
United Nations Resolutions
Dict-bin 0.13
UN
Dict-cos
0.32
Talks
Dict-bin 0.22
TED
Dict-cos
0.41
Movie Subtitles
Dict-bin 0.25
OST
Dict-cos
0.31
Other
Dict-bin 0.26
Tatoeba
Dict-cos
0.45

R@5 R@10
0.24
0.69
0.24
0.72
0.32
0.72
0.22
0.71
0.32
0.78

0.32
0.80
0.37
0.78
0.42
0.83
0.32
0.82
0.44
0.84

0.30
0.63

0.32
0.74

0.45
0.76

0.56
0.82

0.43
0.55

0.53
0.62

0.44
0.69

0.51
0.77

Table 4.2: Recall of retrieving comparable documents using Dict-bin and Dict-cos
measures

Corpus
Euronews
AFEWC

Method
Dict-bin
Dict-cos
Dict-bin
Dict-cos

R@1 R@5 R@10
0.03 0.13
0.19
0.20 0.52
0.62
0.08 0.18
0.25
0.24 0.46
0.57

We proposed a new morphological analysis technique (MorphAr ) for Arabic words to
match them with English words. We experimentally investigated different combination of English-Arabic morphological analysis techniques to determine the best one to
match English-Arabic words. We found that MorphAr for Arabic and lammatization
for English lead together to best matching rate for English and Arabic words.
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We compared Dict-bin and Dict-cos measure, and the results showed that Dict-cos
measure gives better results than the binary measure. However, the dictionary based
method has limited performance due to the limitations of the bilingual dictionaries
and the morphological analysis tools. Moreover, word-to-word matching based on
dictionaries can lead to many errors.
In the next section, we use another cross-lingual similarity measure based on CrossLingual Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI). We also compare the dictionary based
measure with the CL-LSI based measure.

4.3

Cross-lingual Similarity Using CL-LSI

In this section we present a cross-lingual similarity measure based on the CrossLingual Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI). This method can be used to align, retrieve and compare cross-lingual documents. The advantage of this method is that
it does not need bilingual dictionaries, morphological analyzers or machine translation systems. Moreover, this method overcomes the problem of vocabulary mismatch
between queries and documents.
In our work, we use the same approach as [Littman et al., 1998], but we apply it on
Arabic-English documents. Moreover, [Littman et al., 1998] used parallel corpus to
train the CL-LSI, whereas we use both parallel and comparable corpora for training.
Let us consider a term-document matrix X that describes the weights of terms that
occur in a collection of documents as shown in 4.9. Rows of this matrix correspond
to the terms and columns correspond to the documents in the collection.
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m×n

In LSI, the term-document matrix (m terms × n documents) is decomposed by
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) into three matrices; (1) the term matrix (U ),
which is an m × k matrix, where k is the reduced dimensions. Each column vector
in U maps terms in the corpus into a single concept of semantically related terms
that are grouped with similar values. (2) a diagonal matrix (S), which is an k × k
matrix of singular values. (3) the document matrix (V T ), which is an k × n matrix
[Deerwester et al., 1990] (See 4.10). U and V T are the left and right singular vectors
respectively, while S is a diagonal matrix of singular values. k is the reduced concept
space in LSI. [Landauer et al., 1998, Dumais, 2007] reported that the optimal value
of k to perfom SVM is between 100 and 500. That depends on the task and the
nature of data. Thus, one can determine the optimal value of k between 100 and 500
experimentally.
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(4.10)

k×n

For monolingual LSI, X is an m × n matrix that represents a monolingual corpus
consisting of n documents, and m terms as shown in (4.9).
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The matrix X for cross-lingual LSI is shown in (4.11). The source and the target
texts are concatenated into one document. Therefore, each dui is the concatenation
of the source text dsi (Arabic) and its target (English) dti . Consequently, X describes
a bilingual corpus that consists of n cross-lingual documents, l Arabic terms, and m
English terms. I.e., X is an (l + m) × n matrix.
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(4.11)

(l+m)×n

X can be used to describe parallel or comparable corpus. For a parallel corpus, each
dui represents a pair of parallel sentences, while for a comparable corpus, it represents
a pair of comparable documents.
wij in the matrices 4.11 and 4.9 are the term frequency-inverse document frequency
(tfidf ) weights. See Section 4.2 for details about how tfidf is computed.
The term-document matrix as formulated in Equation 4.11, enables LSI to learn the
relationship between terms, which are semantically related within the same language
and between two languages.
This method helps us to achieve our objective to retrieve comparable articles. We
concatenate source and target texts of a training corpus, then the LSI model is trained
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on these texts. The source and target test texts are then projected in the LSI space
separately. Each source test text is used as a query and compared to all target test
texts to find the target pair which corresponds to the source text. We describe this
process in the next section in detail.

4.3.1

Experiment Procedure

In this section, we describe how LSI matrices are built and how they are used to
retrieve comparable articles.

Building LSI Matrices
The method below describe how LSI matrices are built:

1. Split English-Arabic corpora into training (90%) and test (10%) subsets.
2. Use Arabic training corpus to create the matrix X as in Equation 4.9. Then
apply LSI to obtain U SV T ; the monolingual LSI matrix (AR-LSI) is shown in
Figure 4.3.
3. Use English-Arabic training corpus to create the matrix X as in Equation 4.11.
Then apply LSI to obtain U SV T ; the cross-lingual LSI matrix (CL-LSI) is
shown in Figure 4.4.
As we mentioned earlier, the optimal value of k of the U SV T for AR-LSI and CLLSI can be chosen experimentally. To choose this value, we follow the experience
of [Landauer et al., 1998, Dumais, 2007], who report that the optimal value of k to
perform SVM is between 100 and 500. We conducted several experiments in order to
determine the best rank for AR-LSI and CL-LSI, and we found that the dimension
300 optimizes the similarity for the parallel corpus. Therefore, we use this dimension
in all our experiments.
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Parallel or comparable corpus
source

target

Training
(90%)
(English)

Training
(90%)
(Arabic)

Test (10%)
(English)
translated with
Google MT

Test
(10%)
(Arabic)

X 7→AR-LSI

Figure 4.3: The monolingual (Arabic) LSI model (AR-LSI)
Parallel or comparable corpus
source

target

Training
(90%)
(English)

Training
(90%)
(Arabic)

Test
(10%)
(English)

Test
(10%)
(Arabic)

X 7→CL-LSI

Figure 4.4: The cross-lingual LSI model (CL-LSI)

In our work, we used the implementation of LSI in the Gensim package
[Rehurek and Sojka, 2010] to build AR-LSI and CL-LSI models.
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Retrieving Text Pairs
The test corpus is composed of n pairs of English (ei ) and Arabic (aj ) texts (aligned
at the sentence level in parallel corpus and at the document level in comparable
corpus). i.e., each text pair consists in the source and target sentences in the parallel
corpus, while it consists in the source and the target documents in the comparable
corpus.
For a given source text ei (English), the task is to retrieve the target text aj (Arabic).
More precisely, each source text (English) is used as a query to retrieve exactly one
relevant target text (Arabic). This procedure is applied at the sentence level for
parallel corpora and at the document level for comparable corpora. In other words,
for parallel corpora, the source sentence is used as a query to retrieve its translation
in the target language. For comparable corpora, the source document is used as a
query to retrieve its target pair.
The procedure involves the following steps: all English and Arabic texts are preprocessed by removing punctuation marks, stopwords (common words) and words that
appeared less than three times (low-frequency words) in the corpus. The source text
is compared with all target texts and then the most similar target texts are selected.
Both source and target texts are mapped into LSI space. The cosine similarity value
is computed for the vectors in the LSI space.
The method is applied on parallel and comparable corpora described in Sections 3.4
and 3.3 respectively.
Algorithms 1 and 2 describe the method to retrieve the most similar aj to an English
document ei using AR-LSI and CL-LSI respectively.
Algorithm 1 takes the English test corpus Ce and the Arabic test corpus Ca . All
Arabic documents of Ca are transformed into AR-LSI (built from the Arabic training
corpus) space. Then, each English document ei is translated into Arabic using Google
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MT service1 . Next, the translated document aei is transformed into AR-LSI space.
Then the most similar Arabic documents are retrieved from Arabic corpus.
Algorithm 1: Retrieving Arabic documents using AR-LSI
Input: Ce : English corpus, Ca : Arabic corpus, n: number of docs to retrieve
0
0
1 Ce ← ∅; Ca ← ∅;
2 foreach doc aj in Ca do
3
a0j ← atj U S −1 ; put a0j in Ca0 // map aj into AR-LSI
4
5
6
7
8

foreach doc ei in Ce do
aei ← translate(ei ) // translate ei into Arabic
a0ei ← atei U S −1 // map aei into AR-LSI
R ← retrieve(a0ei , Ca0 , n) // retrieve top-n similar docs to e0i from Ca0
evaluate(R) // check if a0i is in R

Retrieving Arabic documents using CL-LSI is done in a similar manner as AR-LSI,
but machine translation service is not used. Algorithm 2 describes how CL-LSI is
used to retrieve Arabic documents that are comparable to an English document.
Algorithm 2 also takes the English test corpus Ce and the Arabic test corpus Ca . All
documents in Ce and Ca are transformed into CL-LSI (built from the English-Arabic
training corpus) space. Each ei is used as a query to retrieve the target pair from Ca
using retrieve procedure.
Algorithm 2: Retrieving Arabic documents using CL-LSI
Input: Ce : English corpus, Ca : Arabic corpus, n: number of docs to retrieve
0
0
1 Ce ← ∅; Ca ← ∅;
2 foreach doc aj in Ca do
3
a0j ← atj U S −1 ; put a0j in Ca0 // map aj into CL-LSI
4
5
6
7

foreach doc ei in Ce do
e0i ← eti U S −1 // map ei into CL-LSI
R ← retrieve(e0i , Ca0 , n) // retrieve top-n similar docs to e0i from Ca0
evaluate(R) // check if a0i is in R

The difference between Algorithm 1 and 2 is the highlighted lines in the both algorithms. The English document in Algorithm 1 is translated into Arabic first, then it
1

http://translate.google.com
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is mapped to LSI space, while the English document in Algorithm 2 is mapped into
the LSI space directly. Machine translation is needed in Algorithm 1 because the LSI
model is monolingual, but machine translation is not needed in Algorithm 2 because
the LSI model is cross-lingual.
The retrieve function takes the source document ds , the target corpus Ct , and the
number of documents to retrieve (n). The source document ds is compared with
all documents in the target corpus Ct . The procedure then returns the top n most
similar documents.
Procedure retrieve(dsi , Ct , n)
Input: dsi : source doc, Ct : target corpus, n: number of docs to retrieve
1 R ← ∅; // a list of retrieved docs
2 foreach doc dtj in Ct do
3
sim ← cos(dsi , dtj ) // compute the similarity to all target docs
4
put (j, sim) in R;
5
6

sort(R) // sort R in descending order according to sim values
return top n elements of R;

The evaluation in Algorithms 1 and 2 is done as follows: given ei , aj is considered to
be correctly retrieved if and only if i = j. In other words, for each source document,
we consider there is exactly one relevant document (its pair). The list R is composed
of indexes of retrieved documents. The condition (i = j) is checked in the top-1
(recall at 1 or R@1), top-5 (recall at 5 or R@5), and top-10 (recall at 10 or R@10)
of the list R. The performance measure is defined as the percentage of ai , which are
correctly retrieved in R@1, R@5, R@10 lists, among all ei .

4.3.2

Results

Retrieving Parallel Documents
The results of retrieving parallel documents (at the sentence level) using AR-LSI
and CL-LSI are presented in Table 4.3. The table also shows the results of the same
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Table 4.3: Recall of retrieving parallel documents using AR-LSI, CL-LSI and
Dict-cos methods

Corpus
Method R@1
Newspapers
AR-LSI
0.98
AFP
CL-LSI
0.99
Dict-cos 0.30
AR-LSI
0.88
ANN
CL-LSI
0.88
Dict-cos 0.39
AR-LSI
0.91
ASB
CL-LSI
0.92
Dict-cos 0.38
AR-LSI
0.77
Medar
CL-LSI
0.81
Dict-cos 0.35
AR-LSI
0.82
NIST
CL-LSI
0.83
Dict-cos 0.46
United Nations Resolutions
AR-LSI
0.97
UN
CL-LSI
0.98
Dict-cos 0.32
Talks
AR-LSI
0.57
TED
CL-LSI
0.57
Dict-cos 0.41
Movie Subtitles
AR-LSI
0.39
OST
CL-LSI
0.33
Dict-cos 0.31
Other
AR-LSI
0.60
Tatoeba
CL-LSI
0.47
Dict-cos 0.45

R@5 R@10
1.00
1.00
0.69
0.96
0.96
0.72
0.96
0.98
0.72
0.92
0.97
0.71
0.94
0.91
0.78

1.00
1.00
0.80
0.98
0.98
0.78
0.99
0.98
0.83
0.97
0.99
0.82
0.96
0.94
0.84

1.00
1.00
0.63

1.00
1.00
0.74

0.74
0.82
0.76

0.83
0.87
0.82

0.61
0.76
0.55

0.72
0.85
0.62

0.75
0.72
0.69

0.79
0.78
0.77

corpora using Dict-cos measure described in Section 4.2 for comparison purpose. The
results are for the same 100 random sample, which are selected in Section 4.2.
As shown in Table 4.3, it is not easy to get a general conclusion about the performance
of LSI since it depends on the nature of the corpus and on the desired recall (R@1,
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R@5 or R@10). For example, for AFP, ASB, NIST, Medar, and UN corpora, CL-LSI
is slightly better than AR-LSI for R@1. In contrast, for OST and Tatoeba, AR-LSI
is better than CL-LSI. The performance of the CL-LSI is equal to, or better than the
AR-LSI in 6 out of 9 of corpora for R@1.
We checked the significance of differences of the results using McNemar’s test
[McNemar, 1947]. The conclusion is that they are not significantly different. Therefore, both approaches obtain mostly similar performance. However, it should be
noted that the CL-LSI does not require a MT system. Therefore, we can affirm that
the CL-LSI is competitive compared to the AR-LSI.
The performance of AR-LSI and CL-LSI approaches on OST corpus is poor because
of the nature of this corpus. The OST corpus is composed of subtitles that are
translated by many users as mentioned in Section 3.4.
The results show that MT can be sufficient for cross-lingual retrieval. However, to
investigate the effect of the performance of the MT system on the performance of
the AR-LSI, we run an experiment to simulate a perfect MT system. This is done
by retrieving an Arabic document by providing the same document as a query. In
other words, source and target documents are the same. This experiment is done
on all corpora and the results of R@1 is 1.0 for each corpus of the parallel corpora.
This result reveals the lack of robustness of AR-LSI according to the MT system’s
performance.
We compare our method with the cosine measure of the dictionary-based method
(Dict-cos) presented in Section 4.2. As shown in Table 4.3, both LSI methods achieve
better results than Dict-cos method for all corpora. It can be concluded that LSI
method is better and more robust than Dict-cos since it does not need any dictionary
or morphological analysis, and it is language independent.
Finally, we compare our LSI result to the results in [Littman et al., 1998]. The authors of the papers worked on French-English document retrieval using LSI. They
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applied the method on Hansard parallel corpus2 , which is the proceedings of the
Canadian parliament. UN corpus in our work is close (in terms of domain) to Hansard
corpus. Therefore, the results can be compared. [Littman et al., 1998] reported 0.98
of R@1 on English-French texts of Hansard corpus and, we achieved a similar result
on English-Arabic texts of the UN corpus using the CL-LSI method.

Retrieving Comparable Documents
The same experimental protocol as described in Section 4.3.1 is applied to retrieve the
documents of comparable corpus. The difference is that the CL-LSI matrix is built
using the training part of the comparable corpus. The objective of this experiment is
to investigate using comparable corpora for training CL-LSI to retrieve cross-lingual
documents. In this experiment, the source document (English is used as a query to
retrieve its target comparable document (exactly one relevant Arabic document).
Results of retrieving comparable documents (at the document level) using CL-LSI
are presented in Table 4.4. The table shows the recall scores of the CL-LSI method
on Euronews and AFEWC comparable corpora. The recall of CL-LSI on Euronews
corpus is better than on AFEWC corpus. This could be due to the fact that Euronews articles are mostly translations of each other, while Wikipedia articles are not
necessarily translations of each other as mentioned in Section 3.3.
Table 4.4: Recall of retrieving comparable documents using CL-LSI method

Corpus
R@1 R@5 R@10
Euronews 0.95 1.00
1.00
AFEWC
0.68 0.98
1.00
From Tables 4.4 and 4.3, it can be noted that CL-LSI can retrieve the target information at the document level and at the sentence level respectively with almost the
same performance.
2

www.isi.edu/natural-language/download/hansard
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Comparing Corpora
We use the CL-LSI method in order to study the comparability of parallel and comparable corpora. We achieve this by computing the average cosine (avg(cos)) for
all the pair articles in the test parts of these corpora. For each corpus, the CL-LSI
matrix is built from the training part, and used to compute the avg(cos) for the test
part. This experiment is done on parallel and comparable corpora. Statistics of comparability are presented in Table 4.5. It is not easy to get a general conclusion from
the result about the value of avg(cos) for parallel or comparable corpora. The result
shows that value of avg(cos) does not depend on the type of the corpus (parallel or
comparable), but it depends on the nature and the quality of the corpus.
Table 4.5: Statistics of comparability using CL-LSI

Corpus
avg(cos)
Parallel
AFP
0.65
ANN
0.53
ASB
0.54
Medar
0.43
NIST
0.45
UN
0.73
TED
0.29
tatoeba
0.28
Comparable
Euronews
0.73
AFEWC
0.36
However, the average similarities presented in Table 4.5 confirm the results presented
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. I.e., corpora that have high avg(cos) values also have high recall
scores. For instance, corpora that have the highest (avg(cos)) are UN and Euronews
corpora, and their R@1 scores are 0.98 and 0.95 respectively. In the contrary, corpora
that have the lowest (avg(cos)) are TED and tatoeba corpora, and their R@1 scores
are 0.57 and 0.47 respectively. R@1 scores for UN and Euronews corpora are the
highest among the other corpora, while it is the lowest for TED and tatoeba corpora.
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We conducted another experiment to compare the average pairwise similarity for
aligned and non-aligned test corpus. The objective is to investigate the ability of
CL-LSI similarity measure to distinguish the difference (degree of comparability)
between the aligned and non-aligned corpus. This experiment is done on UN and
Euronews corpora. Non-aligned corpus is generated simply by shuffling the order
of the source texts in the corpus. This shuffling makes the sources texts to be not
aligned to the their targets.
Table 4.6 shows that the average pairwise similarity for the non-aligned test corpus
is lower than the aligned test corpus. The result shows that CL-LSI captured the difference between aligned and non-aligned corpus. So CL-LSI can be used to study the
degree of comparability in cross-lingual corpora, and to distinguish between aligned
and non-aligned corpora.
Table 4.6: Average Similarity of aligned vs. not aligned corpus using CL-LSI

Corpus
Aligned Non-aligned
UN
0.73
0.07
Euronews
0.73
0.09

4.3.3

Conclusion

In this section we described a method that can be used to measure the similarity of
cross-lingual documents. This method is based on LSI, which we used in two ways:
monolingual (AR-LSI) and cross-lingual (CL-LSI). The first method needs to use a
machine translation system in order to translate the source into the language of the
target text, while the second method merges the training data of both languages. In
the test step, the comparison is done between vectors of the same type.
We applied these methods on several corpora and the results showed that the CLLSI can be competitive to the AR-LSI. The advantage of CL-LSI is that it does
need machine translation. The results also showed that the method can be used to
retrieve comparable pairs. Both CL-LSI and AR-LSI achieved better results than
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the dictionary based method. In addition, LSI methods do not need morphological
analysis tools or bilingual dictionaries, and they are language independent.
In this section, we used CL-LSI to retrieve comparable documents of Euronews and
Wikipedia corpora, but in the next section we use it to align cross-lingual documents
collected from other different sources.

4.4

Aligning Comparable Documents Collected
From Different Sources

One of the objectives of this dissertation is to study comparable documents, which are
collected from the Internet. The aim is to inspect if the documents are comparable
or not. In case they are comparable, then we study another level of comparability,
which is to inspect the agreement of sentiments expressed in these documents. Thus,
the pairs of comparable documents can be organized in according to their agreement
or disagreement of sentiments and emotions that are expressed in these documents.
A potential application can be for customers, who are interested in product reviews
that are written in foreign languages. These reviews can be arranged to the customer
according to agreement or disagreement of sentiments that are expressed in these
reviews.
Another application, but in the news media domain, is the comparison of news articles. For instance, a journalist can be interested in what is being said about an event
in the foreign media. Finding comparable news document pairs allows the journalist
to compare these documents from different perspectives such as expressed sentiments
and emotions. To analyze reviews and sentiments in this manner it is required to
have aligned documents. In this Section, we focus on aligning English-Arabic news
articles collected from the Internet.
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The English news are collected from the British Broadcast Corporation (BBC) website3 , and the Arabic news are collected from Al-Jazeera (JSC) website4 . The objective is to be able to study comparable news articles that come from local and foreign
sources.
We use the CL-LSI method that is presented in Section 4.3 to align cross-lingual
news articles. The task is to align English-Arabic news articles that are related to
the same news story or event. In other words, for a given source document, the objective is to retrieve and align the most relevant target document (same news story)
and not all similar documents. For example, if the English document is related to
“elections in France”, we want to retrieve the Arabic document that is related to the
same news story, and not any other news article related to “elections”. Therefore,
this task is more challenging compared to the work in the previous section. This
inspects the ability of CL-LSI to perform automatic alignment at the event level. In
the previous section we used CL-LSI to retrieve English-Arabic comparable articles of
the Euronews corpus. These articles come from the same news agency (Euronews5 ).
But in this section, we automatically align BBC-JSC news articles, which come from
different news agencies. Moreover, the validation in the method earlier was automatic
because Euronews corpus is already aligned, but here we validate the alignment manually. In the next section, we describe the methodology and present the experimental
results.

4.4.1

The Proposed Method

The CL-LSI approach needs a parallel or comparable corpus for training as described
in Section 4.3. The term-document matrix X of the corpus can be represented as
shown in Equation 4.11 described in Section 4.3.
3

www.bbc.com/news
www.aljazeera.net
5
www.euronews.com
4
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To build the CL-LSI matrix, we use Euronews comparable corpus, which is described
in Section 3.3, to produce X according to Equation 4.11. Then, we apply LSI to
obtain U SV T . All text documents are preprocessed by removing punctuation marks,
stopwords (common words), and words that appeared less than three times (lowfrequency words) in the corpus.
As mentioned earlier, the objective is to align English articles, which are collected
from BBC news website, with Arabic news articles, which are collected from JSC
website. First, we crawl BBC and JSC websites to collect news articles published
in 2012 and 2013 using httrack tool6 . The articles of the BBC-JSC corpus are then
split into several sub-corpora. Each sub-corpus is composed of news articles that
are published in a specific month. Consequently, we obtain 24 sub-corpora for each
language as shown in Figure 4.5. The number of articles in each month-corpus ranges
between 70 and 300.
Algorithm 3: Aligning English-Arabic documents
Input: Ce : English corpus, Ca : Arabic corpus
Result: top N aligned articles
1 L ← ∅; // a list of aligned documents
0
0
2 Ce ← ∅; Ca ← ∅;
3 foreach document ei in Ce do
4
e0i ← eti U S −1 ; // map ei into CL-LSI
5
put e0i in Ce0 ;
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

foreach document aj in Ca do
a0j ← atj U S −1 ; // map aj into CL-LSI
put a0j in Ca0 ;
foreach document e0i in Ce0 do
(aj , sim) ← align(e0i , Ca0 );
put (ei , aj , sim) in L;
sort(L) // sort L in descending order according to sim values
Select top N elements from L;

Each BBC sub-corpus and its corresponding JSC sub-corpus are provided to the
CL-LSI to perform the automatic alignment as shown in Figure 4.5.
6

www.httrack.com
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Figure 4.5: Automatic alignment of BBC and JSC news stories

Procedure align(e0i , Ca0 )
Input: e0i , Ca0
Output: aj , sim
1 L ← ∅; // a list of candidate Arabic document
2 simmax ← 0;
0
0
3 foreach document aj in Ca do
4
sim ← cos(e0i , a0j ); // compare a0j to all documents in Ca0
5
if sim > simmax then
6
simmax ← sim;
7
a ← aj ;
8

return a, simmax ;

The alignment steps are described in Algorithm 3. The approach we propose aligns
English and Arabic documents of a month-corpus. The process is repeated for each
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month. To align an English document (ei ) and an Arabic document (aj ) of a monthcorpus, first the English Ce month-corpus and the Arabic Ca month-corpus are provided to the Algorithm which, maps English ei and Arabic ai into the CL-LSI space.
Then, the algorithm aligns each English document to the most relevant Arabic documents. The aligned articles with their similarity value (ai , ei , sim) are added to the
list L, which is sorted later in descending order according to the similarity value.
The align procedure that is called in the algorithm takes the English document e0i
and the Arabic corpus Ca0 . Then, the procedure computes the similarity between e0i
and all a0j of Ca0 and returns a0j that has the highest similarity value.
The output of Algorithm 3 is a list of top-n most similar document pairs. If the aligned
document pairs are related to the same story (checked manually), then they are
considered to be correctly aligned. Otherwise, they are considered to be misaligned.
The list of top-n most similar document pairs, is checked by hand to make sure that
document pairs are correctly aligned. We remind that the objective of the experiment
is to align news articles such that they are related to the same news story or event,
and not to retrieve the articles sharing the same generic topic. This handwork is
done on the top-15 article pairs retrieved from each month-corpus. The total number
of documents to be validated is 360 article pairs. In the next section we present the
results of our method.

4.4.2

Results

Experimental results are presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The figures show the
accuracy of alignment of the top-15 most similar documents of each month of the 24
month-corpus corresponding to the years 2012–2013. The accuracy of the alignment
is defined as the number of cross-lingual articles, which are correctly aligned, divided
by the total number of articles.
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Figure 4.6: Accuracy of articles alignment for year 2012
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Figure 4.7: Accuracy of articles alignment for year 2013

The ranges of similarity values of the top-15 aligned articles for the years 2012 and
2013 are shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The figures show the minimum and the
maximum of similarity values for each month. For 2012, the maximum value is 0.86
and the minimum is 0.45. For 2013, the maximum value is 0.89 and the minimum
is 0.26. It can be noted from the figures that the similarity ranges (minimum and
maximum values) are close to each others for all months in 2012 and 2013 except for
Jan., Feb., Apr. and May 2013. This is may be due to the nature of crawled articles
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for each month, where the crawling tool may miss some articles in the crawling
process.
1
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Figure 4.8: Similarity ranges of the top-15 similar documents of BBC-JSC of the
year 2012
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Figure 4.9: Similarity ranges of the top-15 similar documents of BBC-JSC of the
year 2013

The accuracy of correctly aligned documents is 0.85 (305 out of 360). We carried
out more investigations about misaligned articles during the validation process. We
found that they are all related to the same topic domain, but they are not related to
the same news story or event. The investigation reveals that some of these articles are
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misaligned despite of high similarity. The reason is that they are related to the same
event, but this event happened in different countries. For instance, one of misaligned
news articles were related to the elections, but the English article was related to the
elections in Bulgaria, while the Arabic article was related to elections in Pakistan.
We conducted a search for “elections in Bulgaria” in our JSC collection, but we could
not find any news article that is related to elections in Bulgaria. We also found that
some of these stories are local news, which are covered only by either JSC or BBC.
Besides that, it should also be noted that the crawling tool sometimes cannot crawl
all the web pages from the website. This is why for some months, some news stories

Number of correctly aligned

could not be found either in the BBC or JSC collections.

118
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Similarity values
Figure 4.10: Similarity values vs. number of correctly aligned articles

Figure 4.10 shows the number of correctly aligned articles vs. their similarity values.
The similarity values in this figure are divided into intervals. The number of correctly
aligned articles increases as the similarity value increases, up to the interval [0.6−0.7),
then it decreases for higher similarity values. The interpretation might be as follows:
when the similarity is low, the articles are mostly related to the same topic but not
the same news story. As the similarity increases, the likelihood for the aligned articles
to be related to the same news story increases up to a certain value, then it normally
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decreases again. This is because it is unlikely to find news articles written by different
news agencies, that have a high similarity value at the same time.
At the end, we got 305 documents of the BBC-JSC corpus, for which the alignments
are checked by hand. These documents will be used in our experiment in Chapter
6 to compare cross-lingual news based on opinions and emotions. The goal is to
investigate sentiment and emotion agreements of news articles that come from the
Arab media with the ones that come from the English media.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented two cross-lingual similarity measures: one is based
on bilingual dictionary and the second is based on the CL-LSI. The experiments
showed that the performance of the CL-LSI method is better than the performance
of the dictionary based method. Moreover, the advantages of the CL-LSI are that it
overcomes the problem of vocabulary mismatch between queries and documents, and
it does not need machine translation between source and target texts.
We further showed in this chapter that CL-LSI is able to not only align cross-lingual
documents collected from the same source based on topics, but it can also align crosslingual news articles collected from different sources based on events. The results
showed that 85% of cross-lingual articles are correctly aligned. Also we demonstrated
that CL-LSI method can be reliable to retrieve and align cross-lingual news.
BBC-JSC corpus, which is obtained in this chapter will be used later in our work to
study the agreement of sentiments and emotions that are expressed in comparable
news documents in Arab and English media.
In the next chapter, we propose a cross-lingual method to annotate English-Arabic
parallel texts with sentiment and emotion labels. We use this annotated corpus to
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build sentiment classifiers. We use these classifiers to automatically annotate EnglishArabic comparable documents with sentiment labels.

Chapter 5
Cross-lingual Sentiment
Annotation

5.1

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to annotate parallel corpus with sentiment labels. The
idea is to train a classifier on a corpus (A) of domain (X), and then to apply it on
a parallel corpus (B) of domain (Y). Because B is parallel, the annotations can be
transferred to other target languages. These generated resources are useful when
there are no sentiment resources in the target languages, and when the resources of
domain Y are not available in the source language.
As outlined in the introduction, most of state-of-the-art focus only on creating sentiment resources for low-resourced languages by building these resources from scratch
or by adapting English resources using machine translation systems. On the other
hand, many authors have argued whether machine translation preserves sentiments
[Denecke, 2008, Ghorbel, 2012]. In this chapter, we present a new method of creating sentiment resources in multiple languages. We propose a cross-lingual annotation
method that can be transferred across topic domains and across languages. We use
90
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this method to create resources in English and Arabic languages in various domains.
Next, we use these resources to build sentiment classifiers that can be used to automatically annotate English-Arabic articles. The advantage of this method is that
it does not require a machine translation system. Sentiment resources in EnglishArabic languages are not available; therefore, creating these resources is one of the
contributions of this thesis.
Further in this chapter, we use language models to show that the cross-lingual annotation method can transfer the annotation reliably.

5.2

Cross-lingual Sentiment Annotation Method

Our proposed cross-lingual annotation method is described in Figure 5.1. Given a
corpus (A) of domain (X) written in a source language and annotated with given
labels. We split this corpus into training and testing subsets (step 1). The training
part is used to train a classifier (step 2). This classifier can be preliminary validated
by taking a subset from corpus (B) (step 3), and annotate it by a human annotator
(step 4), then this subset is used to validate the classifier (step 5). Next, this classifier
(source language and domain X) is used to automatically annotate the source texts
of the corpus B (domain Y), and the labels are projected to the target texts (step
6). Projecting labels means to give the same label of the source text to target texts.
Thus, the labels for the parallel corpus B are generated. The new contribution of
this method is that it can generate annotated resources in multiple languages without
need of machine translation systems.
The source and the target documents of the corpus (B) are used to train classifiers
of domain (Y) (step 7). The source classifier can be further validated by the test set
of the corpus (A) (step 8).
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Figure 5.1: Cross-lingual annotation method

5.3

Experimental Setup

In our experiment, the initial corpus (A) is composed of movie reviews written in
English. The corpus (B) is English-Arabic parallel corpus in various domains: newspapers, talks, United Nations resolutions. See Section 3.4 for details.
The

corpus

(A)

is

a

collection

of

movie

reviews

written

in

English

[Pang and Lee, 2004]. This corpus is pre-annotated with subjective and objective
labels. The corpus is composed of 5,000 subjective and 5,000 objective sentences.
The authors collected the subjective reviews from the Rotten Tomatoes website1 ,
and the objective reviews from IMDb plot summaries2 . Rotten Tomatoes website is
launched in 1998 and it is dedicated to film reviews. The website is widely known
as a worldwide film review aggregator for important critics. The website also enable
1
2

www.rottentomatoes.com
www.imdb.com
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users to review and discuss films. IMDb stands for Internet Movie Database, and
launched in 1990. It is on-line database of information related to films, TV programs,
actors, plot summaries, etc. A plot summary tells the main things that happened in
the film. It is a brief description of the story of the film.
movie
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movie
training
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2. Train

4. Annotate
manually
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testing
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Figure 5.2: Experiment setup of the cross-lingual annotation to label Parallel
corpus with sentiments

In our experiment, we use the method described in Figure 5.1. The details of our
experimental setup of cross-lingual annotation is described in Figure 5.2. First, the
movie corpus is split into training (90%) and testing (10%) (step 1). The training set
of the movie corpus is used to train a Naive Bayes classifier (step 2). The classifier
is trained on the combination of 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram features extracted from
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each review of the training set of the movie corpus. We use n-gram features because it
can represent words or sequence of words that can be used to express sentiments. The
training instance of a review is presented as a set of n-gram features (fk ) associated
with a class label (ci ) as follows ((f1 , f2 , f3 , · · · , fk ), ci ).
The Naive Bayes classifier uses following Formula to assign a label to a given text.

n
Y

classif y(T ) = argmaxP (c)
P (fk |c)
c
k=1

(5.1)

The text T is represented as a set of features fk . These features are the most frequent
n-grams that occur in the text. These are binary features (1 if the n-gram occurs in
the document and 0 otherwise). Because features are generated from all possible ngrams, we discard n-gram features that occurred less than three times (low-frequency
n-grams) in the training corpus, which results in keeping 10K out of 1.2M n-gram
features of the movie corpus.
Table 5.1 shows the accuracy and the F-Measure (F 1) of the movie classifier tested
on the testing set of the movie corpus. F 1 is the weighted average of the precision
and recall, and it is computed as follows:

F1 =

2×P ×R
P +R

(5.2)

where P is the precision and R is the recall. P is the ability of the classifier not to
label as positive a sample that is negative, while R is the ability of the classifier to
find all the positive samples. P and R are computed as follows:

P =

tp
tp + f p

(5.3)
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(5.4)

where tp is true positive, f p is false positive, f p is false positive and f n is false
negative.
The accuracy of classification is computed as follows:

Accuracy =

tp + tn
tp + f p + tn + f n

(5.5)

As shown in table 5.1, the accuracy of the movie classifier is 0.926, and subjective/objective F 1 scores are 0.926/0.927 respectively.
Table 5.1: Accuracy and F 1 scores of the movie classifier

Accuracy Subjective F 1 Objective F 1
0.926
0.926
0.927
Some examples of the most informative subjective and objective n-gram features of
the movie classifier are presented in Table 5.2. The n-gram feature is considered
as more informative (or discriminative) if it appears in a larger number of texts
associated with a single class label. As can be noted from the table, subjective ngram features are expressions that the reviewer uses to express what he/she thinks
about the movie, while objective n-gram features are used by the reviewer to describe
the events of the movie. For instance, the 2-gram feature “she is” is usually used
to tell what a women did in the film, i.e., it tell what happened in the story. This
is why it is objective feature. In contrary, the 1-gram feature “I” is usually used to
tell the personal opinions such as “I think . . . ”, “I am . . . ”. This is why the 1-gram
feature “I” is subjective.
To ensure that the classifier built from movie domain can correctly identify the subjectivity of sentences of parallel corpus of another domain, which is composed of news
and non-news domains, a preliminary evaluation is done on a subset of 330 sentences
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Table 5.2: Examples of the most informative subjective and objective 1-gram,
2-gram and 3-gram features of the movie classifier

Subjective
I
me
fans
entertaining
interesting
entertainment
even if
but it
is so
if it
it is not

Objective
order
decides
discover
led
kill
to kill
she is
with her
his family
one day
the story of

selected randomly from the parallel corpora (step 3), and annotated manually by
a human annotator (step 4). News sentences are selected from AFP, ANN, ASB,
Medar, and NIST corpora, while non-news sentences are selected from TED, UN,
and Tatoeba corpora. This annotated material is described in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: The subset of parallel sentences manually annotated with sentiment
labels by a human annotator (step 4 of Figure 5.2)

Corpus
Subjective Objective
News
112
101
Non-News
60
57
Total
330
Then, in step 5, the movie classifier is validated by the subset that is presented in
Table 5.3. The corresponding results are described in Table 5.4. The classification
accuracy of news sentences is 0.718, subjective F 1 is 0.717, and objective F 1 is
0.720, while the classification accuracy of non-news sentences is 0.658, subjective F 1
is 0.667, and objective F 1 is 0.649.
Table 5.4: Evaluation on the manually annotated parallel sentences (step 5 of
Figure 5.2)

Corpus
Accuracy Subjective F 1 Objective F 1
News
0.718
0.717
0.720
Non-News
0.658
0.667
0.649
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As illustrated in Table 5.4, the classifier built from movie reviews can classify sentences from other domains: it can detect subjective and objective sentences from
news corpus and from non-news corpus. In other words, the classifier does not model
the genres of the corpus (news and non-news), but it can successfully distinguish
between objectivity and subjectivity. We also note that this classifier (trained on
movie corpus) performs better on news texts than non-news texts.
In step 6, the movie classifier is used to automatically annotate sentences of each
corpus of the parallel corpora. Sentences are annotated only if the certainty of the
annotation is above 0.8 (step 7 of Figure 5.2).
The statistics of annotations (after steps 7 and 8 of Figure 5.2) are shown in Table
5.5. The table presents the percentage of the annotated sentences with respect to
the corpus. The table also shows the class distribution of the annotated sentences
for each corpus (steps 7 and 8 of Figure 5.2).
Table 5.5: Parallel corpus annotation (steps 7 and 8 of Figure 5.2)

Annotated
Corpus sentences, % Subjective, % Objective, %
Newspapers
AFP
90.6
9.4
90.6
ANN
89.9
18.6
81.4
ASB
91.7
17.8
82.2
Medar
89.6
25.8
74.2
NIST
79.4
20.6
79.4
United Nations resolutions
UN
89.6
15.7
84.3
Talks
TED
88.7
74.8
25.2
Other
Tatoeba
86.4
59.3
40.7
Total
81.0
45.0
55.0
As shown in Table 5.5, 81% of all sentences are annotated (45% of them are subjective
and 55% are objective). It can be noted from the table that AFP, ANN, ASB, Medar
and NIST corpora are mostly objective. This is because these corpora correspond to
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newspaper articles. Apparently UN resolutions are mostly objective. On the other
hand, TED corpus is mostly subjective. It is not surprising, as TED talks contain
unconstrained speech, and the authors frequently express their own opinions about
the presented topics. Tatoeba corpus is mostly subjective too. This may be due to
the nature of this corpus (sentences entered by contributors).
The source and the target documents of parallel annotated corpus are used to train
Naive Bayes sentiment classifiers (step 8). Thus, we have English and Arabic sentiment classifiers.
The English classifier resulted from the previous step is validated on the test set of
the movie corpus (step 9). The aim is to validate the classifier across domains. The
results are presented in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Validating the English classifier by the of movie corpus (step 9 of
Figure 5.2)

Accuracy Subjective F 1 Objective F 1
0.79
0.81
0.74
It can be concluded from the results in Tables 5.4 and 5.6 that the movie classifier
can classify texts of the parallel corpus (various domain), and the English classifier
(resulted from step 8) can classify movie reviews. Comparing results of Table 5.1 and
5.6, it can be noticed that, as expected, the classification accuracy is better when
the training and test from the same domain (movie reviews). On the other hand, the
classification accuracy is less when the training is from news and non-news domain
and the test is from movie reviews domain.
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Statistical Language Models of Opinionated
texts

Subjective and objective texts are very different in terms of writing style. Consequently, statistical language models built from subjective texts may differ from the
ones built from objective texts.
A statistical language model represents the sequence of words by a probability distribution [Jurafsky and Martin, 2009]. It assigns higher probability for sequences that
are “frequently observed” than for “rarely observed” or “ungrammatical” sequences.
Opinionated language models can be useful for some applications where users express
their sentiments, such as in human-computer interaction [Pang and Lee, 2008].
In this section we investigate the link between language models and cross-lingual
annotation. We perform additional evaluation of the cross-lingual annotation method
by using statistical language models. The test verifies if the cross-lingual annotation
method can transfer the annotation across domains and across languages.
In this section, we conduct three experiments. The first experiment investigate
whether subjective and objective texts are different in terms of writing style. In
the second experiment we inspect whether language models built from the annotated
corpus fit to movie text and vice-versa. In the third experiment, we investigate the
subjectivity of the comparable corpus by two ways: by using annotation and by using
language models.

5.4.1

Opinionated Language Models

In this experiment, we build Language Models (LM) from the annotated parallel
corpus (the output of steps 3 and 4 of Figure 5.2 in Section 5.2). This corpus is split
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into 90% for the training and 10% for the testing. Training corpus information is
presented in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Word count and vocabulary size of the annotated parallel corpus

Words
English 4.4M
Arabic 3.7M

Vocabulary
138K
264K

For each language, there is a subjective training corpus (Strain ), an objective training
corpus (Otrain ), a subjective test corpus (Stest ) and an objective test corpus (Otest ).
A 3-gram language model is built on Strain (called SLM1), and another one on Otrain
(called OLM1). SRILM toolkit [Stolcke, 2002] is used to build language models, by
using Kneser-Ney discounting method. The vocabulary for SLM1 and OLM1 is made
up of the union of words of Strain and Otrain , and composed at most of 138K English
words and 264K Arabic words as presented in Table 5.7.
One measure for evaluating statistical language models is perplexity (PPL). Given a
test word sequence (W =< w1 w2 w3 · · · wN >), the perplexity of a language model is
defined as follows:

1

P P L = exp− N

PN

i=1

log P (wi |w1 w2 w3 ···wi−1 )

(5.6)

The lower the value of perplexity, the better the model is. Perplexity can determine how good the language model is, and can be used to compare the language
models.

The language model which has the lower perplexity is the better one

[Jurafsky and Martin, 2009].
Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 show the perplexity of subjective and objective language
models (SLM1 and OLM1) on subjective Stest and objective Otest test sets for several
vocabulary sizes. We investigate several vocabulary size because English and Arabic
texts have different characteristics for their vocabulary. English words are isloated,
while Arabic terms can be agglutinated. Each vocabulary is made up of the most
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frequent words. Figures 5.3 and 5.5 show the test of language models on English
subjective and objective texts, while Figures 5.4 and 5.6 show the test of language
models on Arabic subjective and objective texts. The number on the right side of
each curve presents the value of the last point.
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Figure 5.3: Perplexity of SLM1 on English subjective and objective test texts
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Figure 5.4: Perplexity of SLM1 on Arabic subjective and objective test texts
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Figure 5.5: Perplexity of OLM1 on English subjective and objective test texts
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Figure 5.6: Perplexity of OLM1 on Arabic subjective and objective test texts

To have a closer look to the results, we present the perplexity results of the four
figures for the vocabulary size (10K) in Table 5.8.
It can be noted that the perplexity for Arabic texts (Figures 5.4 and 5.6) is larger than
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Table 5.8: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 language models on English and Arabic
subjective and objective test texts (vocabulary size = 10k)

Stest
Otest

English
Arabic
SLM1 OLM1 SLM1 OLM1
110.17 193.68 286.07 514.19
188.80 39.73 419.80 65.10

the perplexity for English texts (Figures 5.3 and 5.5). According to a study about statistical language modeling for many languages conducted by [Meftouh et al., 2010],
Arabic is one of the languages that has high perplexity, because it is agglutinative
and highly inflected language. Second, it can be noted that SLM1 and OLM1 models
fit better to subjective and objective texts respectively. Indeed, subjective (respectively objective) language models applied to objective (respectively subjective) test
text lead to bad performance. It can be concluded from the last result that subjective
and objective corpora are very different. Table 5.8 also confirms all the conclusions
inferred above.

5.4.2

Testing Language Models across domains

In this experiment, we inspect the language models built using texts from different
domain. We test SLM1 and OLM1 language models on the movie test corpus. In
other words, we compute the perplexity language models built from the annotated
parallel corpus (various domains) on the movie texts. In addition, we build subjective
and objective language models from the movie corpus. These language models are
called SLM2 for the subjective part, and OLM2 for the objective part. Then we test
them on the annotated parallel corpus.
If subjective and objective language models fit better to subjective and objective test
texts respectively, then we can conclude that the annotation method is good and
reliable. We also aim in this experiment to inspect if the difference between objective
and subjective texts is repeated across various topics (movie reviews vs. others).
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To summarize, there are four language models in this experiment: SLM1 and OLM1
from the previous section, which are trained on subjective and objective parts of
annotated parallel corpus, and SLM2 and OLM2, which are trained on subjective
and objective training parts of movie corpus. All the language models are built using
10K most frequent words vocabulary.
Table 5.9: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 language models

Models
Test corpus Test type SLM1 OLM1
Subjective 368.8
609.7
Movie
Objective 507.8
442.2
Subjective 110.2
193.7
Parallel
Objective 188.9
39.7
Table 5.10: Perplexity of SLM2 and OLM2 language models

Test corpus
Movie
Parallel

Models
Test type SLM2 OLM2
Subjective 354.3
688.9
Objective 805.2
379.5
Subjective 456.3
643.5
Objective 900.1
687.9

Table 5.9 shows the perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 on the movie and the parallel test
corpora, while Table 5.10 shows the perplexity of SLM2 and OLM2 on the movie and
the parallel test corpora. It can be noted from the results that the perplexities are
higher when the models and the test corpora are from different domain topics (movie
reviews vs. UN resolutions, newspapers, and talks). It can also be noted that the
perplexity of OLM1 for objective part of parallel test corpus is low. This happens
due to the UN corpus being mostly objective, in this corpus numerous sentences
contain common parts (for example “taking note of the outcome of the. . . ”); and these
common parts are distributed between training and test. We also note that SLM1 and
OLM1 fit better to subjective and objective parts of the movie corpus respectively,
and SLM2 and OLM2 fit better to subjective and objective parts of the parallel corpus
respectively. Moreover, it can be noted that subjective test corpus (respectively
objective) does not fit to objective language model (respectively subjective).
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It can be concluded that language models built from the parallel corpus can fit to
the movie corpus. Namely, the distinction of subjective and objective text is stable
across different topics. Additionally, it can be concluded that the annotation of
the parallel corpus is good and reliable, because subjective (respectively objective)
models built from parallel corpus have better perplexity on subjective (respectively
objective) movie corpus. Finally, this experiment confirms the results of the previous
section, which concludes that subjective and objective texts are distinct in terms of
writing style.

5.4.3

Testing Language Models on Comparable Corpora

In this experiment, opinionated language models built using the parallel corpus (the
output of steps 3 and 4 of Figure 5.2 in Section 5.2) are inspected on AFEWC and
Euronews comparable corpora that are described in Section 3.3. The aim of this experiment is to explore the subjectivity of AFEWC and Euronews using two methods:
annotating with the Naive Bayes classifier, and testing with language models. We
also want to verify whether the results of annotation and language model tests accord
with each other or not. We take a random subset of sentences of these corpora for
our experiments (about 30K words).
Using the Naive Bayes classifier built in step 5 of Figure 5.2, we annotate each sentence in AFEWC and Euronews with subjective or objective labels. The distribution
of labels for Euronews and AFEWC comparable corpora is presented in Table 5.11.
The table shows the percentage of subjective and objective sentences in the subset of
the comparable corpora. As can be seen from the table, for both comparable corpora,
and for both languages, there are more objective sentences than the subjective ones.
This is coherent because Wikipedia and news mostly tend to be objective.
To confirm this objectivity of the comparable corpora, we test SLM1 and OLM1
language models on AFEWC and Euronews comparable corpora. Figures 5.7 and
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Table 5.11: Subjective and objective sentences distribution for the subsets of the
comparable corpora (30K words)

Corpus
AFEWC English
AFEWC Arabic
Euronews English
Euronews Arabic

Subjective, %
24
18
23
11

Objective, %
76
82
77
89

5.8 show the perplexity of models evaluated on English and Arabic texts of AFEWC
corpus respectively, and Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the perplexity of models evaluated
on English and Arabic texts of Euronews corpus respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 models on English AFEWC corpus
(30K words)

We first observe from the figures that the perplexity values in all tests are high. This
is maybe because language models are built from different corpora and domains than
the test texts. We also observe that OLM1 fits better to English and Arabic AFEWC
and Euronews comparable corpora (has lower perplexity value) than SLM1.
The classification results (Table 5.11) and the test of language models (Figures 5.7,
5.8, 5.9 and 5.10) confirm the distinction between subjective and objective texts.
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Figure 5.8: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 models on Arabic AFEWC corpus
(30K words)
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Figure 5.9: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 models on English Euronews corpus
(30K words)

The results achieved with the two methods accord with each other. This leads us to
confirm that comparable corpora Euronews and AFEWC are mostly objective.
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Figure 5.10: Perplexity of SLM1 and OLM1 models on Arabic Euronews corpus
(30K words)

5.5

Conclusion

We proposed a method for cross-lingual annotation with subjective and objective
labels. The cross-lingual annotation method provided annotated resources in various
domains for English and Arabic languages. These resources can be used to build
classifiers for annotating English and Arabic texts.
Using statistical language models, we showed that subjective and objective texts
are statistically different in terms of writing style. We verified this by testing with
models trained on corpora of different genres. Moreover, the results achieved with the
Naive Bayes classifier and with the language models highlighted that our comparable
corpora (AFEWC and Euronews: data extracted from Wikipedia and from news
website in English and Arabic) are more objective than subjective.
In the next chapter, Naive Bayes classifiers will be used in to annotate English-Arabic
news. Then, their annotation will be compared to each others.

Chapter 6
Comparing Sentiments and
Emotions in Comparable
Documents

6.1

Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 2 that describes the related work, the major interest in comparable texts consists in using them to extract parallel sentences. As for multilingual sentiment analysis, the major interest is to create sentiment resources for
low-resourced languages, or to demonstrate whether machine translation is sufficient
to capture sentiments. To our knowledge, comparing sentiments or emotions in comparable texts is not addressed in the literature. Comparing sentiments or emotions
in comparable texts consists in inspecting the agreement of the expressed sentiments
or emotions in the source and the target texts. The new contribution in this chapter
is that we compare comparable documents in terms of sentiments and emotions.
Potential application is comparing customer reviews of a product, which are written
in different languages. Another application is a tool for a journalist that is interested
109
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in comparing and structuring comparable news in terms of sentiments and emotions.
We focus in this chapter on English-Arabic comparable news documents.
For a given pair of English-Arabic documents annotated with sentiments and emotions, one can ask the following question: do these documents convey the same
sentiments or emotions? The answer can be provided by a measure of the agreement
of the annotations of English and Arabic comparable texts.
In this chapter, we study the agreement of annotations in three types of news corpora:
a parallel news corpus, and two comparable corpora (Euronews and BBC-JSC). In
the next sections, we first describe the used agreement measures. Then we present
the method and the experimental results of comparing news documents in terms of
sentiments and emotions.

6.2

Agreement Measures

The measure that we use in this work is called Inter-annotator agreement.
It is defined as the degree of agreement or homogeneity between annotators
[Artstein and Poesio, 2008]. The terms inter-annotator, inter-rater, and inter-coder
are used interchangeably in the literature.
Normally, inter-annotator agreement is used in machine learning when there is no
validation set to evaluate the accuracy of the classifier.
Inter-annotator agreement is based on the following assumption: if annotations are
consistent, then annotators implicitly have similar understanding of the annotation
guidelines, which describe how to make the annotations. Consequently, the annotation scheme is expected to perform consistently under these guidelines. In other
words, the annotation scheme is reliable if the annotations are consistent (agree to
each others).
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In our work, the motivation for studying the agreement of comparable news documents is that if two persons disagree with each others when describing a news event,
then it is difficult for a third person to understand what really happened, or maybe
the third person think that both sources are interesting for him because they carry
different view points. The idea is to automatically detect the agreement or disagreement between news stories written by different news agencies in different languages.
The inspection of agreement of sentiments and emotions in comparable news documents can be seen as follows. Two news agencies A and B try to cover a news event.
Each agency writes a document to describe and/or comment on this event. If A and
B have the same perspective on the news event, then they will have some degree of
agreement in their documents. Otherwise, they will diverge in terms of sentiments
and emotions that are expressed in their documents.
We use inter-annotator agreement to inspect the agreement between sentiments or
emotions in the annotated English and Arabic comparable documents. The parallel
news corpus is expected to have a “perfect agreement”. If near perfect agreement
is achieved for parallel corpus, one can claim that the model is reliable, and it can
be used to inspect the agreement between comparable documents. In our work, we
develop an annotation scheme (a classifier), we prove that it is reliable for the parallel
texts, and then we use this annotation scheme (the classifier) to inspect the agreement
between the comparable texts.
Inter-annotator agreement can be calculated using statistical measures, such as Cohen’s Kappa (k) [Cohen, 1960] or Krippendorff’s alpha (α) [Krippendorff, 1980]. Unlike the simple percentage agreement calculation, statistical measures take into account the agreement that occurred by chance.
Cohen’s Kappa (k) can be used for the cases where two annotators classify the data
into two categories [Artstein and Poesio, 2008], and it is calculated as follows:

k=

Ao − Ae
1 − Ae

(6.1)
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where Ao is the observed agreement, and Ae is the expected agreement occurred by
chance. Ae is calculated as follows:

Ae = p(l1 |c1 ) × p(l2 |c1 ) + p(l1 |c2 ) × p(l2 |c2 )

(6.2)

where p(li |cj ) is the probability that the coder j annotates data with the label i.
The range of k is between -1 and 1.

Various researchers have interpreted the

value of k measure in different ways as shown in Figure 6.1.

For example, in

[Landis and Koch, 1977], the authors divided the scale into detailed intervals, where
the perfect agreement is assumed if k > 0.8, 0.6-0.8 as substantial agreement, 0.4-0.6
as moderate, 0.2-0.4 as fair, 0.0-0.2 as slight, and < 0 as no agreement.
In [Krippendorff, 1980] the authors discard the agreement if the k value is below 0.67.
The k value between 0.67 and 0.8 is considered as tentative agreement, while k above
0.8 means good agreement.
In [Green, 1997, Fleiss et al., 2013] the authors consider that k value that is below
0.4 is low/poor agreement, from 0.4 to 0.75 is fair/good agreement, and above 0.75
is high/excellent agreement.
The interpretation of the scale depends on the task. Normally, the agreement for
objective annotations is higher than for the subjective annotations [Fort, 2011]. Examples of objective annotation tasks are POS tagging, syntactic annotation, and
phonetic transcription. Examples of subjective annotation tasks are lexical semantic
(subjective interpretation), discourse annotation, and subjectivity analysis. According to [Fort, 2011], the agreement for objective tasks can be in the range 0.93-0.95,
while for subjective tasks it is in the range 0.67-0.70.
Krippendorff’s alpha (α) [Krippendorff, 1980] has been widely used in computational linguistics domain to measure the agreement of corpus annotation tasks
[Artstein and Poesio, 2008]. α can be applied when the data are annotated by any
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Figure 6.1: Kappa interpretation

number of annotators, and when this data belongs to any number of categories
[Artstein and Poesio, 2008].
Krippendorff’s α considers the variance (S) of annotations to inspect their agreement
as follows:

α=1−

Sw2
St2

(6.3)

where St2 is the total variance, and Sw2 is the within variance. See [Krippendorff, 1980,
Artstein and Poesio, 2008] for details.
The range of the value of α is between -1 and 1. The value can be considered as
perfect agreement when α is close to 1, and as disagreement when α < 0.
In this work, comparing sentiments and emotions in comparable documents is done
as follows:

1. Automatically annotate comparable documents with sentiment and emotion
labels.
2. Inspect the agreement between labels of comparable documents using k and α
agreement measures.
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In the next sections, we describe in detail how automatic annotation is done for
comparable documents, then we present the experimental results.
Experiments are done on a parallel news corpus, and two comparable corpora (Euronews and BBC-JSC). The parallel-news and Euronews corpora are described in
Chapter 3. We take a subset (10%) from parallel-news and Euronews to achieve our
experiment. Thus, parallel-news is composed of 3.4K sentences and Euronews corpus
is composed of 4.2K comparable. Regarding BBC-JSC corpus, it is composed of 305
comparable documents (see Section 4.4). In all corpora, each source text of these
corpora is aligned to the target one. First we make annotation for the source and
the target texts, and then we compare their annotations. The annotation is made at
the sentence level for parallel-news corpus, and at the document level for Euronews
and BBC-JSC corpora.

6.3

Comparing Sentiments in Comparable Documents

The automatic sentiments annotation is done using the classifiers, which are built in
step 5 of Figure 5.2 (described in Section 5.2). Each pair of comparable documents
is annotated with subjective and objective labels using these classifiers.
Table 6.1 shows the average pairwise subjective and objective agreement (k and α)
calculated for each pair of documents from parallel-news, Euronews and BBC-JSC
corpora.
Table 6.1: Subjective and objective agreement of news documents

Corpus
k
α
parallel-news 0.7642 0.7634
Euronews
0.2854 0.1866
BBC-JSC
0.0550 -0.1423
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It can be noted from Table 6.1 that, as expected, the agreement between source and
target texts of the parallel-news corpus can be considered as nearly perfect/good
or high according to the interpretations presented in Figure 6.1. The parallel-news
corpus also has the highest agreement scores among other corpora.
The Euronews corpus comes in the second place in terms of agreements, and BBCJSC corpus has the lowest agreement among the other corpora.
For BBC-JSC corpus that we collected, the results reveal that BBC documents diverge from JSC documents in terms of subjectivity. These results also show that
Euronews documents have higher degree of agreement compared to BBC-JSC. This
is maybe because Euronews documents are mostly translations of each other as mentioned in Section 3.3, and they are written by the same news agency, while BBC-JSC
documents are written by different news agency.

6.4

Comparing Emotions in Comparable Documents

To identify emotions in comparable documents, we use WordNet-Affect (WNA) emotion lexicon [Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007], which is a subset of English WordNet.
Each entry (synset) in this lexicon is annotated with one of six emotions (anger,
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise), which are considered as the basic human
emotions according to the psychological study conducted in [Ekman, 1992].
To be able to use this lexicon on Arabic texts, we manually translated it into Arabic.
Table 6.2 describes the English and the Arabic lexicons, where |syn| is the number
of synsets (synonym words are grouped into sets and called synsets), and |w| is the
number of words associated with each emotion label. We use these lexicons to identify
emotions in English-Arabic comparable documents.
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Table 6.2: English-Arabic WordNet-Affect emotions lexicon

Emotion |syn| English |w| Arabic |w|
anger
127
351
748
disgust
19
83
155
fear
82
221
425
joy
227
543
1156
sadness
123
259
522
surprise
28
94
201
Total
606
1551
3207
To identify whether an emotion is expressed in a text or not using WNA lexicon, the text is first converted into a list of bag-of-words (BOW). To improve the
matching between the BOW of the text and words in the lexicons, lemmatization
[Miller and Fellbaum, 1998] for English texts and light stemming [Larkey et al., 2007,
Saad and Ashour, 2010] for Arabic texts are applied. Each term in the BOW list is
checked with the emotion lexicon. If the term is matched with an emotion word in
the lexicon, then the emotion label of that word is extracted from the lexicon, and
the text is annotated with that label. In the end, the text is associated with six labels
that indicate the presence or the absence of emotions that are expressed in the text.
Before using this lexicon to achieve our objective, we need to investigate its performance for identifying emotions. For this purpose, we select a 100 random sentences
from news-parallel corpus. Each sentence is annotated with emotion labels by a human reader. The human annotator reads each sentence and check the emotions that
are expressed in text, then annotates the text with the corresponding emotion labels.
For instance, for the sentence “Shock and deep sadness in the country due to the
sudden death of President”, then the human annotator annotate this sentences with
surprise and sadness labels. These sentences are also annotated automatically using
the WNA lexicon as described above. The automatic annotation is then compared
to the human annotation. The evaluation is presented in Table 6.3. The table shows
the accuracy, precision (P ), recall (R), and the F-Measure (F 1). The accuracy of
emotion identification using WNA lexicon ranges between 0.85 and 1.0, while the
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F-Measure (F 1) ranges between 0.81 and 1.0. As can be seen in the results, the
WNA lexicon can be reliable for emotion identification task.
Table 6.3: Evaluating WNA emotion lexicon

Emotion accuracy P
R
F1
anger
0.91
0.95 0.70 0.81
disgust
0.98
1.00 0.75 0.86
fear
0.97
1.00 0.80 0.89
joy
0.85
0.85 0.79 0.82
sadness
0.98
0.86 1.00 0.92
surprise
1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
Using the WNA English and Arabic emotion lexicons, we automatically annotate
each pair of documents in parallel-news, Euronews and BBC-JSC corpora. Then,
the pairwise label agreement is calculated for each pair of documents.
Table 6.4 shows the average pairwise agreement between each emotion category in
English-Arabic documents. As can be seen from the results, the parallel-news corpus
has the highest agreement score among the other corpora for all emotions. This is
expected since this corpus is parallel. In addition, the agreement degree can be considered as good or near perfect according to the scale interpretation that is described
in Figure 6.1.
As shown in Table 6.4, agreement scores for Euronews are higher than for BBC-JSC
for all emotions. This shows that emotions expressed in BBC diverge from the ones
in JSC for the same news stories in our dataset. This may be because Euronews
documents come from the same agency, while BBC-JSC documents are written by
different agencies.
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Table 6.4: Average pairwise agreement of each emotion category in the EnglishArabic news documents

Corpus

k
anger
parallel-news 0.8399
Euronews
0.4237
BBC-JSC
0.1812
disgust
parallel-news 0.9074
Euronews
0.2856
BBC-JSC
0.0232
fear
parallel-news 0.8074
Euronews
0.3148
BBC-JSC
0.1721
joy
parallel-news 0.7678
Euronews
0.2940
BBC-JSC
0.0904
sadness
parallel-news 0.8321
Euronews
0.4050
BBC-JSC
0.2113
surprise
parallel-news 0.8182
Euronews
0.2066
BBC-JSC
0.1039

6.5

α
0.8400
0.4173
0.1748
0.9074
0.2798
0.0016
0.8073
0.3073
0.1662
0.7672
0.2916
0.0900
0.8321
0.4003
0.1867
0.8181
0.2044
0.0998

Conclusion

In this chapter, we compared English-Arabic comparable news documents based on
sentiments and emotions. The comparison is done in two steps: annotate comparable documents automatically, and inspect the agreement of annotations between
annotated documents.
We provided in this chapter a new method to study comparable documents by comparing sentiments and emotions in these document and inspect the agreement of
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between sentiments and emotions in the comparable documents. We believe that our
work will open new research directions for studying comparable corpora.
Results according to agreement scale demonstrated that parallel news documents
have high agreement scores, while Euronews documents have some degree of agreement, and BBC-JSC documents have the lowest agreement among other corpora.
The results revealed that, for our collected corpora, news documents coming from
the same news agency have a higher agreement degree compared to the documents
from different news agencies. That is, they diverge from each other in terms of
sentiment and emotion agreement.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this dissertation, we provided methods for collecting, retrieving and aligning comparable documents. We also proposed a method to compare sentiments and emotions
in comparable documents.
First, we collected comparable corpora from Wikipedia and Euronews in Arabic,
English and French languages. The corpora are aligned at the document level.
Wikipedia corpus is made available publicly for research purposes.
Then, we investigated two cross-lingual similarity measures to retrieve and align
English-Arabic comparable documents. The first measure is based on bilingual dictionary, and the second measure is based on Latent Semantics Indexing (LSI). The
experiments on several corpora showed that the Cross-Lingual LSI (CL-LSI) measure
outperformed the dictionary based measure. These conclusions are based on several
corpus, parallel and comparable, and from different sources, different natures. The
advantage of CL-LSI is that it needs neither bilingual dictionaries nor morphological
analysis tools. Moreover, it overcomes the problem of vocabulary mismatch between
documents.
Moreover, we also collected English-Arabic comparable news documents from local
and foreign sources. The English documents are collected from the British Broadcast
120
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Corporation (BBC), while the Arabic documents are collected from Aljazeera (JSC)
news websites. These corpora are collected for analyzing sentiments and emotions in
comparable documents from different sources.
After, we used CL-LSI similarity measure to align BBC-JSC news documents. The
evaluation of the alignment has shown that CL-LSI is not only able to align crosslingual documents at the topic level, but also it is able to do this at the event level.
To build the English-Arabic corpus annotated with subjective and objective labels, we
proposed a novel cross-lingual annotation method. This method projects sentiment
annotations from one topic domain to another and from one language to another.
We also studied the subjectivity and the objectivity in the texts using statistical
language modeling. We have shown in our experiments that subjective and objective
texts are statistically different in terms of writing style. In addition, using the language models, we have showed that the cross-lingual annotation method projected
the annotation successfully across domains and across languages. The advantage of
the proposed cross-lingual annotation method is that it produces the annotated resources in multiple languages without need for a machine translation system. We
used the resulting corpus to build sentiment classifiers. We use these classifiers to
annotate comparable documents with sentiment labels.
Finally, we compared sentiments and emotions in comparable documents. The results are interesting, especially when the source and the target documents come from
different sources. The comparison is done by inspecting the pairwise agreement of
sentiments and emotions expressed in the source and the target comparable documents using statistical agreement measures.
We studied the agreement of sentiments in comparable news corpora (Euronews and
BBC-JSC). The experiments show that BBC-JSC documents diverge from each other
in terms of sentiments and emotions, while the Euronews corpus has a higher agreement, and most of the parallel-news corpus documents express the same sentiments
and emotions.
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Studying comparable documents is a promising research field. The contribution in
this thesis is that we provided language independent methods to study comparable
documents in different aspects (similarity, sentiments and emotions). We provided
in this thesis language independent methods to align comparable articles (CL-LSI
measure) and a novel method to annotate them with sentiment labels (the crosslingual annotation method), and novel method to compare sentiments and emotions
in comparable document pairs using statistical agreement measures.
In future, we will collect and study comparable corpora in various Arabic dialects.
These corpora will be collected from social media. This means, alignment, annotation, and sentiment analysis tasks, that are done in this thesis, will be extended from
English-Arabic languages to English-Arabic-Dialects. In addition, we will collect and
study comparable news documents from other local and foreign source than BBC
and JSC.
Moreover, we will use the CL-LSI method to align the cross-lingual texts at the sentence level (in this thesis it was applied at the document level). The parallel sentences
will be extracted from Euronews and AFEWC comparable corpora. These parallel
sentences can be useful to train machine translation systems. We will study the
impact of different text preprocessing techniques, such as stemming, lemmatization
and linguistic features, on the CL-LSI method. In addition, other semantic analysis
methods, such as Probabilistic LSI (or LDA), will be investigated to improve the
overall performance of the system.
In addition, more advanced methods for sentiment and emotion annotation will be
developed. Recall that we used Naive Bayes classifiers trained on 3-gram features for
sentiment annotation, and lexicon based method for emotion annotation. In the future, we will elaborate these systems to improve the overall annotation performance.
Domain adaptation methods will be used to adapt domains in our cross-lingual annotation method. Other methods for statistical agreement, such as Point-wise Mutual
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Information (PMI), will be used in the future to compare the agreement of sentiments
and emotions between comparable documents.
A longterm future work also includes collecting and manually annotating sentiment
and emotion resources written in Arabic language. These resources will help to build
better sentiment and emotions classifiers for Arabic texts.

Appendix A
Samples of Comparable Documents
This section presents a sample of English-Arabic comparable documents.

A.1
A.1.1

Samples from Wikipedia Corpus
Wikipedia English Article

Napoleon
Napoleon Bonaparte (French: Napoléon Bonaparte, Corsican: Napoleone Buonaparte; 15 August 1769 – 5 May 1821) was a French military and political leader
who rose to prominence during the latter stages of the French Revolution and its
associated wars in Europe.
As Napoleon I, he was Emperor of the French from 1804 to 1814 and again in 1815. He
implemented a wide array of liberal reforms across Europe, including the abolition
of feudalism and the spread of religious toleration. His legal code in France, the
Napoleonic Code, influenced numerous civil law jurisdictions worldwide. Napoleon
is remembered for his role in leading France against a series of coalitions in the
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Napoleonic Wars. He won the large majority of his battles and seized control of most
of continental Europe in a quest for personal power and to spread the ideals of the
French Revolution. Widely regarded as one of the greatest commanders in history,
his campaigns are studied at military academies worldwide. He remains one of the
most studied political and military leaders in all of history.
Napoleon was born in Corsica in a family of noble Italian ancestry that had settled
in Corsica in the 16th century. He spoke French with a heavy Corsican accent. Welleducated, he rose to prominence under the French First Republic and led successful
campaigns against the enemies of the French revolution who set up the First and
Second Coalitions, most notably his campaigns in Italy.
He took power in a coup d’état in 1799 and installed himself as First Consul. In
1804 he made himself emperor of the French people. He fought a series of wars—the
Napoleonic Wars—that involved complex coalitions for and against him. After a
streak of victories, France secured a dominant position in continental Europe, and
Napoleon maintained the French sphere of influence through the formation of extensive alliances and the elevation of friends and family members to rule other European
countries as French vassal states.
The Peninsular War (1807–14) and the French invasion of Russia in 1812 marked
major military failures. His Grande Armée was badly damaged and never fully recovered. In 1813, the Sixth Coalition defeated his forces at the Battle of Leipzig and
his enemies invaded France. Napoleon was forced to abdicate and go in exile to the
Italian island of Elba. In 1815 he escaped and returned to power, but he was finally
defeated at the Battle of Waterloo in June 1815. He spent the last 6 years of his life
in confinement by the British on the island of Saint Helena. An autopsy concluded
he died of stomach cancer but there has been debate about the cause of his death,
and some scholars have speculated he was a victim of arsenic poisoning.
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Wikipedia French Article

Napoléon Ier
Napoléon Ier, né le 15 août 1769 à Ajaccio, et mort le 5 mai 1821 sur l’ı̂le SainteHélène, est le premier empereur des Français, du 18 mai 1804 au 6 avril 1814 et
du 20 mars 1815 au 22 juin 1815. Second enfant de Charles Bonaparte et Letitia Ramolino, Napoléon Bonaparte est un militaire, général dans les armées de la
Première République française, née de la Révolution, commandant en chef de l’armée
d’Italie puis de l’armée d’Orient. Il parvient au pouvoir en 1799 par le coup d’État
du 18 brumaire et est Premier consul jusqu’au 2 août 1802, puis consul à vie jusqu’au
18 mai 1804, date à laquelle il est proclamé empereur par un sénatus-consulte suivi
d’un plébiscite. Enfin il est sacré empereur en la cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris le
2 décembre 1804 par le pape Pie VII.
En tant que général en chef et chef d’état, Napoléon tente de briser les coalitions
montées et financées par le Royaume de Grande-Bretagne et qui rassemblent depuis
1792 les monarchies européennes contre la France et son régime né de la Révolution. Il
conduit pour cela les armées françaises d’Italie au Nil et d’Autriche à la Prusse et à la
Pologne : ses nombreuses et brillantes victoires (Arcole, Rivoli, Pyramides, Marengo,
Austerlitz, Iéna, Friedland), dans des campagnes militaires rapides, disloquent les
quatre premières coalitions. Les paix successives, qui mettent un terme à chacune
de ces coalitions, renforcent la France et donnent à son chef, Napoléon, un degré de
puissance jusqu’alors rarement égalé en Europe lors de la paix de Tilsit (1807).
Il réorganise et réforme durablement l’État et la société. Il porte le territoire français
à son extension maximale avec 134 départements en 1812, transformant Rome, Hambourg, Barcelone ou Amsterdam en chefs-lieux de départements français. Il est aussi
président de la République italienne de 1802 à 1805, puis roi d’Italie de 1805 à 1814,
mais également médiateur de la Confédération suisse de 1803 à 1813 et protecteur
de la Confédération du Rhin de 1806 à 1813. Ses victoires lui permettent d’annexer
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à la France de vastes territoires et de gouverner la majeure partie de l’Europe continentale en plaçant les membres de sa famille sur les trônes de plusieurs royaumes
: Joseph sur celui de Naples puis d’Espagne, Louis sur celui de Hollande, Jérôme
sur celui de Westphalie et son beau-frère Joachim Murat à Naples. Il crée également
un duché de Varsovie, sans oser restaurer formellement l’indépendance polonaise, et
soumet temporairement à son influence des puissances vaincues telles que le Royaume
de Prusse et l’Empire d’Autriche.
Objet, dès son vivant, d’une légende dorée comme d’une légende noire, il doit sa
très grande notoriété à son habileté militaire, récompensée par de très nombreuses
victoires, et à sa trajectoire politique étonnante, mais aussi à son régime despotique
et très centralisé ainsi qu’à son ambition qui se traduit par des guerres d’agression
très meurtrières (au Portugal, en Espagne et en Russie) avec des centaines de milliers
de morts et blessés, militaires et civils pour l’ensemble de l’Europe. Il tente également
de renforcer le régime colonial français d’Ancien Régime en outre-mer, en rétablissant
en particulier l’esclavage en 1802 ce qui provoque la guerre de Saint-Domingue (18021803) et la perte définitive de cette colonie, tandis que les Britanniques s’assurent
le contrôle de toutes les autres colonies entre 1803 et 1810. Cet ennemi britannique
toujours invaincu s’obstinant à financer des coalitions de plus en plus générales, les
Alliés finissent par remporter des succès décisifs en Espagne (bataille de Vitoria) et
en Allemagne (bataille de Leipzig) en 1813. L’intransigeance de Napoléon devant
ces sanglants revers lui fait perdre le soutien de pans entiers de la nation française
tandis que ses anciens alliés ou vassaux se retournent contre lui. Amené à abdiquer
en 1814 après la prise de Paris, capitale de l’Empire français, et à se retirer à l’ı̂le
d’Elbe, il tente de reprendre le pouvoir en France lors de l’épisode des Cent-Jours
en 1815. Capable de reconquérir son empire sans coup férir, il amène pourtant la
France dans une impasse devant sa mise au ban de l’Europe, avec la lourde défaite de
Waterloo qui met fin à l’Empire napoléonien et assure la restauration de la dynastie
des Bourbons. Sa mort en exil à Sainte-Hélène sous la garde des Anglais, fait l’objet
de nombreuses controverses.
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Une tradition romantique fait de Napoléon l’archétype du grand homme appelé à
bouleverser le monde. C’est ainsi que le comte de Las Cases, auteur du Mémorial
de Sainte-Hélène tente de présenter Napoléon au parlement britannique dans une
pétition rédigée en 1818. Élie Faure, dans son ouvrage Napoléon, qui a inspiré Abel
Gance, le compare à un ”prophète des temps modernes”. D’autres auteurs, tel Victor Hugo, font du vaincu de Sainte-Hélène le ”Prométhée moderne”. L’ombre de
”Napoléon le Grand” plane sur de nombreux ouvrages de Balzac, Stendhal, Musset,
mais aussi de Dostoı̈evski, de Tolstoı̈ et de bien d’autres encore. Par ailleurs, un
courant politique français émerge au xixe siècle, le bonapartisme, se revendiquant de
l’action et du mode de gouvernement de Napoléon.

A.1.3

Wikipedia Arabic Article
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Samples from Euro-news Corpus
Euro-news English Article

Transparency International warns 2/3rds of states “corrupt”
03-12-2013
The fairtrade watchdog Transparency International reports in its latest global
roundup that two-thirds of the 177 countries it surveys are below average in the
corruption stakes.
The report highlights continuing political pressure resulting in market distortions
caused by bribery, cronyism, a lack of accountability and inadequate legal systems.
“We have two-thirds of all countries, 177 countries in total, where we can see that they
score under 50 points, which means they are below the average, and corruption in
those countries, two thirds of the 177, are still to be seen in a very critical situation,”
says Transparency’s German head Edda Muller. Top of the class is Denmark, followed
by New Zealand and Finland. The USA was only 19th, while among the major
European economies France, (22), again lagged behind Germany, (12), and the UK,
(14).
Greece’s position improved, but it is still a lowly 80th, a potential turn-off for investors
and the worst in Europe. Somalia, Afghanistan and North Korea tied for last place,
unchanged from last year.

A.2.2

Euro-news French Article

Corruption : l’Espagne recule dans l’index de Transparency International
03-12-2013
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Selon l’indice de la corruption dans le monde, calculé par l’ONG Transparency International et publié mardi, le Danemark est le pays le plus honnête, à égalité avec
la Nouvelle Zélande. Ces deux pays jugé les moins corrompus en 2013, étaient déjà
les deux meilleurs de la liste de 177 pays établie par l’ONG basée en Allemagne.
”Nous avons deux tiers des 177 pays qui sont sous les 50 points, explique Edda Muller,
la présidente de Transparency International, ce qui veut dire qu’ils sont sous la note
moyenne. La corruption dans ces pays : les deux tiers des 177, est dans une situation
très critique”.
Les trois premiers du classement sont le Danemark, la Nouvelle Zélande et la Finlande. La Grèce gagne quelques places mais reste 80ème et dernier pays européen.
La surprise c’est l’Espagne en proie aux affaires et qui passe de la trentième à la
quarantième place. En règle générale les pays du Nord de l’Europe font figure d‘élèves
modèles. L’enquête de Transparency International n’est pas un classement selon le
niveau de corruption mais elle mesure la perception de la corruption en raison du
secret qui entoure les pratiques les moins avouables.
La France, 22ème, n’occupe que le 10ème rang en Europe. L’ONG considère que le
bilan des lois votées en France en 2013 en matière de transparence et de lutte contre la
corruption est ”globalement positif” mais s’interroge sur leur mise en oeuvre effective.

A.2.3

Euro-news Arabic Article
 P AÓB @ð áJK. ðPð B@ @ñ @ àAKñJË@ : éJ ËðYË@ éJ ¯A®Ë@

H. QªË@ É¯ @ H@
03-12-2013

 PYÖÏ @ à@YÊJË@ úæÊ K à@ IËA
 ¢JÓ
 ¯ éJ ËðYË@ éJ ¯A®Ë@
 éÒ

ú¯ ùë Qå« éKCKð á®Ë @ ÐAªÊË XA®Ë@ HA¿PYÓ
QåñÓ ú¯ ék
.
.
 Qk éËAg

. éK AªÊË ék
.
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 ð éKAÓ Õæ úæË@
 ¢JÖÏ @
 éÒ
éªJ
.
 ñJÓ úÎ« @
éKAÖÏ @ð ,XA®Ë@ HAK
 ¢JÖÏ @ èQK YÓ QËñÓ @X@
: éÒ

 ® K áÔg Im
 è Yë ú¯ éËñÒ
 Ö Ï @ à@YÊJË@ AJÊK
 ' AîE @ úæªK AÓ , é¢
 ' ùë éÖ ß A®Ë@
ú¯ XA®Ë@ð ,¡ñJÖÏ @ øñJÖÏ @ Im
.
. éK AªÊË ék
 Qk éËAg
 ú¯ QJªK à@YÊJË@ ½ÊK
.
.
.
 K AÒJK. ,@YJÊJ¯ Õç' @YJÊK PñJK AîDÊK ÕËAªË@ ú¯ é¯A®Ë@
 ÈðYË@ éÔ ¯ HPY
  ¼PAÖß @YË@
áKAÒJË@ éJ . KQÖÏ @ úÍ@ àAKñJË@ HXQ
 ÉK X ú¯ ÈAÓñË@ IÊgð

. éÖ ß A®Ë@
,úG. ðPð B@ XAm' B @ ÈðX ú¯ @ñ B@ àñºJË
 AîDÊ K , áK QåªË@ð éXAË@

 HPY
 k èYjJÖÏ @ éJ K. QªË@ H@
 P AÓB @ éËðX
 
 . IJ
ú¯ Q¢¯ éËðX
éJ . KQÖÏ @ ú¯ HZAg
. áK QåªË@ð éJÓAJË@
 JË@ éJ KQÖÏ @ ú¯ IÊg

éJ . KQÖÏ @ ú¯ áË@ð , èQå« éªA
.
. èQå«

A.2.4


AJK. Q«
éJ . KQÖÏ @

 áK
 èYjJÖÏ @ HAK
 BñË@ ©ð QªJK ÕË ,ø Q.ºË@ H@XA
 J¯B@
úæË@
.
 ® K àAK AJË@ Iªk
éJÓAJË@ éJ . KQÖÏ @ úÍ@ èYg@ð é¢
.  . @QK AÒJK. , áKAÒJË@

English Translation of Euro-news Arabic Article

Transparency International: Greece is the worst of Europeans and Emirates is the
best of Arabs.
03-12-2013
Transparency International said that two-thirds of the countries included in the Corruption Perception Index for the year two thousand and thirteen are in a very critical
condition.
The organization, which includes one hundred and seventy-seven countries, classified
most countries below fifty, where zero reflects the highest levels of corruption, and
one hundred is the highest status of integrity.
Edda Muller, director of the organization:
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Two-thirds of the countries included in this list are below fifty points, which means
they are below the average, and corruption in those countries is in a very critical
condition.
Denmark is the top transparent country in the world, followed by New Zealand and
Finland, while Greece has degraded to the rank eighty to be the worst in the European
Union countries, and Somalia is placed in the bottom of the list.
As for the Arab countries, United Arab Emirates is top country in rank twenty-sixth,
followed by Qatar in the rank twenty-eighth.
Among major economies, nothing has changed where the U.S. ranked in nineteen position, and China ranked eighty, while Japan degraded one point to ranked eighteen.
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Samples from BBC-JSC corpus
BBC-JSC English Article

Guantanamo Taliban inmates ’agree to Qatar transfer’
10 March 2012
Five senior Taliban fighters held at Guantanamo Bay have agreed to be moved to
custody in Qatar as part of a peace plan, Afghan government officials say.
The US administration has not approved the transfer but is considering it as an
incentive for the militants to enter negotiations in Afghanistan.
None of the five inmates is accused of directly killing Americans. They would be reunited with their families in Qatar, which is playing an increasing role in negotiations.
They reportedly agreed to the transfer when they met Afghan government officials
who visited the US prison this week on a mission from President Hamid Karzai.
Correspondents point out that the visit to the US prison on Cuba would not have
been possible without US approval.
Aside from the aim of ending the war in Afghanistan, the prospect of transferring
Taliban detainees proves once again that, more than three years after he promised
to close it, Guantanamo Bay remains a thorn in President Obama’s side, the BBC’s
Jonathan Blake reports from Washington.
If the president pursues this strategy, though, he will need support from wary politicians in Congress, our correspondent says.
Many there see a transfer of what they call the most dangerous inmates at Guantanamo as a step too far, he adds.
’No decision’
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Ibrahim Spinzada, a senior President Karzai aide, visited Guantanamo on Monday,
according to Reuters.
Both he and Shahida Abdali, a senior Afghan security official, also visited the US
this week, the White House said without giving details.
”We are hopeful this will be a positive step towards peace efforts,” Mr Karzai’s
spokesman, Aimal Faizi, told Reuters news agency.
Asked about the transfer plan, White House spokeswoman Caitlin Hayden said: ”The
United States has not decided to transfer any Taliban officials from Guantanamo Bay.
”We are not in a position to discuss ongoing deliberations or individual detainees,
but our goal of closing Guantanamo is well established and widely understood.”
The spokeswoman pointed out that any decision on transfers would be undertaken
in accordance with US law and in consultation with Congress.
US officials are hoping that President Obama can announce the establishment of
fully fledged political talks between the Karzai government and the Taliban at a
Nato summit in May. The international peacekeeping mission in Afghanistan is
due to finish at the end of 2014. A total of 171 detainees were still being held at
Guantanamo as of this month, Reuters reports.
In January, the Taliban announced it was opening a political office in Qatar. Afghan
Foreign Minister Zalmay Rasool is expected to visit the Gulf state this month for
talks with government officials on reconciliation with the Taliban.

A.3.2

BBC-JSC Arabic Article
Q¢¯ úÍ@ àñÊ® JK ñÓAKAJK@ñªK. àAJ.ËA£ èXA¯
2012 PAÓ 10
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èPXAJÓ á« ºË@
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A.3.3

English Translation of BBC-JSC Arabic Article

Taliban leaders in Guantanamo transferred to Qatar
10 March 2012
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Five inmates of Taliban senior leaders, held at Guantanamo in the U.S., agreed to
be transferred to Qatar in case they are released. An official Afghan source said that
such a move would contribute to progress the negotiations between Taliban and the
Afghan government of the president Hamid Karzai, under sponsorship of the United
States. Meanwhile, the minister of Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan announced a visit
to Qatar after the announcement of the trend towards the opening of a Taliban
bureau in Doha.
He Oiml Faidi, the spokesman of Afghan president, said that five senior leaders of
the Taliban detainees held at Guantanamo Bay have agreed to be transferred to the
capital of Qatari immediately after their release.
The spokesman confirmed that such a move will contribute to push the Afghan peace
process forward, in reference to the negotiation encouraged by Washington between
the Taliban and the Karzai government. Faidi added: ”We hope that this will be a
positive step towards peace efforts.”
Reuters news agency reported that one of the five prisoners, who had transferred to
Qatar, is Mohamed Fadl, a ”very dangerous” detainee. It has been said that he is
responsible for the killing of thousands of Afghan Shiites in the period between 1998
and 2001.
Also among these prisoners: Nour Allah Nouris who is a former military senior commander, and Abdul Haq Wathiq Naeb El-haq who is a former intelligence minister,
and Khairallah Khair Khoa who is a former interior minister.
Delegation to visit
A delegation from the Afghan government has visited the U.S. military prison at
Guantanamo Bay last week for approval of five Taliban detainees may soon be transferred to Qatar. Knowledgeable Sources reported that the delegation who visited the
detention center in Cuba on Monday, included Ibrahim Spin Zadeh, senior adviser to
Karzai’s foreign policy.
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Government sources said in the capital Kabul that Spin Zadeh and a senior Afghan
security responsible, Shahid Abdali, visited the United States last week. The White
House said that the U.S. Department of Defence refused to comment on the visit
Guantanamo.
Karzai’s government has demanded the five prominent prominent in the former Taliban government to give their agreement before being transferred to Qatar.
The transfer of these detainees comes with a series of actions aim to show the goodwill, so that if U.S. diplomats managed to overcome the remaining obstacles, the
first substantial political negotiations starts on the conflict in Afghanistan since the
overthrow of the Taliban government in 2001 in the invasion that lead by the United
States.
A year later to the revealing of the initiative of the government of President Barack
Obama for peace, It is probably that the United States will provide an opportunity
to be a broker at end to the conflict, which began in response to the attacks of
September 11, and lasted for a decade, with huge cost in terms of finical and human.
Taliban rebels pose a prerequisite for each negotiate on releasing their cadres held in
the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. But Washington ask them to give up
violence before conducting any negotiations with them.
Visit arrangements
Jinan Moussa Zi, the spokesman of Afghan Foreign Minister, stated that ”the Afghan
government has agreed to rejoin the Afghan detainees at Guantanamo with their
families if that is what they want.”
There are about twenty Afghans - including five leaders of the former Taliban government in (1996-2001) - still prisoners at Guantanamo.
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The Afghan government has announced earlier today that Foreign Minister Zalmai
Rassoul will visit Qatar in less than ten days to discuss with government officials the
issue of reconciliation with the Taliban.
Taliban announced last January that it would open a political bureau in Qatar,
pointing that it might be willing to engage in negotiations that likely grant them
positions in the Afghan government or official control over most historic stronghold
in southern Afghanistan.
Afghan Analysts said that the visit comes within the context of the peace efforts
being made by the Afghan government, and it will discuss the political bureau.
The United States and Afghanistan have agreed to open the political bureau in
Qatar despite the fact that the Karzai government hesitated at the beginning, and
they prefer to open it in Saudi Arabia or Turkey. Afghanistan has withdrawn its
ambassador to Qatar, after the doubts to be excluded from the peace efforts, but
they returned to soften its stance afterwards. The U.S. administration is seeking to
support the peace process before the withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan
in 2014.
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Titre: Fouille de documents et d’opinions multilingue
Résumés
L’objectif de cette thèse est d’étudier les sentiments dans les documents comparables. Premièrement, nous avons recueillis des corpus comparables en anglais, français et arabe de Wikipédia et
d’Euronews, et nous avons aligné ces corpus au niveau document. Nous avons en plus collecté
des documents d’informations des agences de presse locales et étrangères dans les langues anglaise
et arabe. Les documents en anglais ont été recueillis du site de la BBC, ceux en arabe du site
d’Al-Jazzera. Deuxièmement, nous avons présenté une mesure de similarité coss-linguistique des
documents dans le but de récupérer et aligner automatiquement les documents comparables. Ensuite, nous avons proposé une méthode d’annotation cross-linguistique en termes de sentiments, afin
d’étiqueter les documents source et cible avec des sentiments. Enfin, nous avons utilisé des mesures
statistiques pour comparer l’accord des sentiments entre les documents comparables source et cible.
Les méthodes présentées dans cette thèse ne dépendent pas d’une paire de langue bien déterminée,
elles peuvent être appliquées sur toute autre couple de langue.
Mots-clés: fouille de textes; traitement automatique du langage naturel; corpus comparable;
recherche d’information inter-langues; projection inter-langues; analyse des sentiments

Title: Mining Documents and Sentiments in Cross-lingual Context
Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to study sentiments in comparable documents. First, we collect English,
French and Arabic comparable corpora from Wikipedia and Euronews, and we align each corpus
at the document level. We further gather English-Arabic news documents from local and foreign
news agencies. The English documents are collected from BBC website and the Arabic document are
collected from Al-jazeera website. Second, we present a cross-lingual document similarity measure to
automatically retrieve and align comparable documents. Then, we propose a cross-lingual sentiment
annotation method to label source and target documents with sentiments. Finally, we use statistical
measures to compare the agreement of sentiments in the source and the target pair of the comparable
documents. The methods presented in this thesis are language independent and they can be applied
on any language pair.
Keywords: text mining; natural language processing; comparable corpus; cross-lingual information
retrieval; cross-lingual projection; sentiment analysis

